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Abstract
The flexographic printing process has historically had difficulty printing vignettes and
highlights. In comparison to offset lithography and gravure, flexography suffers from
dark highlights, dirty colors, less
"crispness"
and an inability to print full-range
vignettes. The predominant belief by the printers and manufacturers in the flexographic
industry is that these difficulties arise from the excessive dot gain inherent to the
process. One major cause of dot gain in flexography is believed to be the halftone dot
structure on the printing plate. Many methods have been developed around modification
of the traditional plate creation methods with the goal of obtaining an optimal dot struc
ture for minimizing dot gain on press. These methods have included the use of alternate
light sources, exposure time modifications, FM screening, direct-to-plate technology and
others. One explanation that hasn't been explored is that the printed dot size is purely a
function of the ability to produce a small dot on the printing plate.
This work performed a series ofpressruns using a selection of the popular halftone
dot creation technologies to determine whether it is merely the ability to put the smallest
dot on the plate that provides optimum print quality. Additionally, the performance of
each of the methods was compared to determine which one (if any) produced the best
results. The methods used included conventional and digital platemaking methods and
the use of alternate light sources, exposure times, and screening methods.
Tone reproduction was evaluated using a metric derived from colorimetric data known
as %AE*. Average values for this metric, average dot size on plate, average shoulder
angle, and descriptor values for screen/film/exposure type were analyzed using linear
xv
regression to determine the variable that had the most significant effect. Tone stability
and tone reproduction plots were utilized to assess overall tone reproduction for each of
the conditions for several ranges of dot sizes. Lastly, a psychometric test was performed
on the highlight vignettes to determine which had the smoothest appearance.
Test results indicated that plate dot size was the most significant factor in the tone
reproduction of the image tested. Of the plate creation methods tested, the screening
technique that appeared to have the least noise as well as repeatability was the Hybrid
screening. The film technique that showed the best stability over all conditions was the
digital plate. The combination of techniques that exhibited the most stability was the
digital plate/Hybrid Screening/normal light exposure combination.
The ability to create and print the smallest dot possible on plate is essential for superi
or highlight quality. This conclusion in combination with the results of hypothesis num
ber one (plate dot area is the only factor that affects tone reproduction) present the most
significant findings of this study. The implication here is that printers should determine
the best method at their disposal of creating the smallest dots possible to optimize high
light printing.
Tone reproduction plots indicate that for the highlight tones range (0-20% dot sizes)
the best overall tone reproduction was that of digital plate/Hybrid screen/high expo
sure and digital plate/Hybrid screen/normal exposure conditions. Tone reproduction
plots indicate that for the extreme highlight tones range (0-5%dot sizes) the best tone
reproduction was that of digital plate/AM screen/normal exposure. For vignette smooth
ness, the panel of observers selected the digital plate/AM screen/bank light normal
exposure as the smoothest of the samples presented.
The combination of all results point to digital plate/Hybrid screen/normal exposure
as the best overall performer for general use in printing highlight tonal regions.
xvi
Additionally, it appears as though digital plate use is helpful in obtaining the best tone




Flexographic printing is the cheapest, simplest and one of the most predominant meth
ods of printing for the packaging industry.1 Over the last decade print quality and press
design improvements have resulted in a continuing adoption of flexography in newspa
per printing. Inevitably, any medium that relies on advertising will demand high stan
dards in printing for the representation of their products or services. In response, the
flexographic printing industry continually strives to improve all aspects of the process to
fulfill the demands of its customers as well as to attract new ones from other segments
of the printing industry.
Historically the flexographic printing process has experienced poorer image quality
than the other methods used in package printing. In comparison to offset lithography
and gravure, it suffers from dark highlights, dirty colors, less
"crispness"
and an inabili
ty to print full-range vignettes. Various sources have indicated that the process is typi
cally capable of successfully producing images at screen rulings between 45-150 lpi
(typically at 100-133 lpi) with a dot gain ofbetween 8-12% in the highlights and 20-
25% in the midtones.2 A recent field study by Friedrich Wolf indicated that these dot
gain values could be even higher (up 60% for the midtones).3 It is the predominant
belief that it is the high amount of dot gain that is the major culprit for the poor image
quality of flexography. The excessive dot gain produces the perceived
"jumps"
in densi
ty and harsh breaks at highlight edges resulting in gray-looking whites and poor
vignettes that are unable to properly transition to paper white.4
Many in the industry believe that dot gain revolves around the halftone dot's shape
and the structure of its relief on the printing plate. As a result, many methods have been
developed around modification of the traditional dot creation method with the goal of
obtaining an optimum shape for minimizing dot gain. These methods have included use
of alternate light sources, exposure time modifications, FM screening, direct-to-plate
technology and others. Improvements from these techniques have been attributed to var
ious factors such as shoulder angle minimization, print surface roundness, differential
relief and others.
The most obvious explanation about the size of the printed dot has not really been
explored. Is the size of the printed dot only a function of the size of the dot on the plate?
In other words, the benefit of the newer technologies is not due to printing with less dot
gain but a result of being able to place the smallest dot on the plate. If this was the case
it would imply that relief angle and shoulder size/shape should not be the driving factors
that they are for plate development. If this was validated it would require a rethinking of
the source of dot gain and could also lead to current technologies being evaluated by
direct measurement of printing plates. Plate development would then shift towards opti
mizing small dot creation on plates.
Research in this area ofplate analysis is essential for the advancement of the flexo
graphic industry. Over the last few years the industry as a whole has experienced rapid
growth, which should continue. Although a recent industry report predicted flat growth
for some portions of the industry (primarily the corrugated and box market), the narrow
web market is projected to grow between 4-6% each year.5 Quality research in this
industry is sought and further development and understanding can only lead to more
growth and expansion into gravure and offset lithography markets.
Endnotes for Chapter 1
1Pocket Pal, A Graphic Arts Production Handbook, 16th ed, ed. Michael H.
Bruno (Memphis, TN: International Paper Company, 1995), 128-129.
2Barry Lee, An Introduction to Digital Prepressfor Flexography & Packaging,
(Randolph, MA: Agfa Educational Publishing, 1997), 5.
3Friedrich A. Wolf, "Process Color Flexo Field
Study,"
1989 Report of the
Proceedings ofFoundation ofFlexographic TechnicalAssociation (April 1989): 100-
101.
4Lee Op. cit., 16.
5John Egbert, "1998 Industry Forecasts - Narrow Web Market: Tough Times
Ahead,"
Flexo 22, no. 6 (1997): 180-183.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Bases of the Study
Origin of dot gain
Since dot gain is the primary cause of tone reproduction difficulties, a review of how
it occurs and how it is measured is essential before proceeding with a discussion of how
the industry is trying to reduce it. With respect to flexography, one of the leading causes
of dot gain rests in the behavior of the plate on the press. Photopolymer plates will be
the focus of this discussion since they are also the focus of this thesis.
Flexography is an impact, reliefprinting process (Figure 1). In its simplest form, ink
is first transferred from an ink pan using an ink-metering cylinder known as an anilox
roll. An anilox roll is a cylinder with a large number of engraved holes that when passed
through the ink pan are filled with ink. As the anilox roll leaves the ink pan a doctor
blade (a long metal or plastic blade) running parallel to the length of the anilox roll
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Figure 1- The Flexographic Printing Process
contact with the plate cylinder and transfers ink to the relief of the printing plate (nor
mally made from photopolymer or vulcanized rubber). The plate cylinder then comes in
contact with the substrate using a minimum amount of pressure, and transfers the ink.
As mentioned earlier, photopolymer plates will be the focus of this study. Photo-
polymers are organic chemicals that are sensitive to part of the electromagnetic spec
trum. It is this sensitivity that initiates the polymerization chain reaction. In a simple
polymerization reaction involving photosensitive compounds, incident radiation (usually
ultraviolet) strikes the sensitive organic material (known as a monomer) which absorbs
the light and causes it to break apart and create a free radical (a charged molecule). This
free radical then reacts with another monomer combining to create a bigger free radical
and so on. Termination of the reaction usually occurs when the monomer runs out, the
radical reacts with another radical, or the UV source is removed. ' To help initiate the
polymerization reaction, substances called photoinitiators can be added to the polymer.
These substances are more sensitive than the monomers to the incident radiation and are
used to make it easier to create the free radicals. Some other advantages of photoinitiat-
ed reactions are that the polymerization can be spatially directed and light intensity and
temperature can control initiation rates.2 Typically, photopolymer plates consists of a
photopolymer bonded to a clear polyester support with a removable polyester sheet that
protects the top surface.3
Conventional photopolymer plates are exposed using a bank ofultraviolet (UV)
sources (Figure 2). Exposure of the plate is done through photographic negatives to cre
ate the image areas similar to the way image areas are created on a lithographic plate.
Exposing of the plate is done in a frame under a vacuum to ensure that there is intimate
contact between the photopolymer and the negative. Care must be taken to prevent air


















Figure 2 - Plate Creation
The actual process of plate making is a six-step procedure consisting of the back
exposure, main exposure, washout, drying, finishing and the post exposure steps. The
back exposure is an exposure of the entire back area of the photopolymer plate material.
It is this exposure that sets the relief depth of the plate. Next the removable polyester
sheet, protecting the unexposed top of the plate, is removed and the plate and the nega
tive are placed in a vacuum frame. The top of the plate is then exposed to create the
relief areas that are formed by the light that penetrates the clear areas of the negative.
Washout occurs next where the plate is placed in a solvent bath that removes any of the
non-polymerized photopolymer. Following this, the plate is then dried to remove any
absorbed washout solution. This is critical because absorption of the solution by the
photopolymer expands the plate, once the excess solution is removed the plate returns to
its original thickness. Finishing and postexposure steps consist of exposing the plate
again to remove any tackiness from the surface of the plate (finishing step) and to pro
mote complete crosslinking of the polymer (postexposure step) providing strength and
durability to the plate.4
Photopolymers are resilient materials that are able to deform under pressure. It is this
characteristic that many in the flexographic industry believe is a substantial cause of the
dot gain experienced in this process. This is not to say that the plate characteristics are
the only reason for dot gain. Developments in thin plate technology, stickyback, press
design, substrate design and other areas have also substantially improved image quality.
In the end, though, it comes down to how your
"dot"
is printing and that starts at the
plate.
The predominant theory by far is that as the plate experiences impression pressure,
the relief deforms (Figure 3). Although during operation the minimum pressure required
for an acceptable image is used (the
"kiss"
impression), a finite amount still has to be
applied to transfer ink to the paper.5 When pressure is applied to the relief, it is transmit
ted to other sections of the plate material. As a result, the material displaces and creates
bulges in the character sidewalls and plate floor.6 This deformation results in an enlarge
ment of the printing area and an increase in dot gain.
















Figure 3 - Dot Gain due to Plate Deformation
Another contributing factor to dot gain is the size of the relief angle of the image
areas. The relief is defined as the angle between a line parallel to the image shoulder and
a line parallel to the image relief7 (Figure 4). Ideally, the shoulder angle should be as
close to ninety degrees as possible but this is impractical for reasons that will be dis
cussed later. Typically, the relief angle is somewhere around seventy degrees.6
8Theoretically it is believed that the smaller the relief angle, the greater the dot gain. As
the angle gets smaller, ink tends to get deposited on the shoulders and in the valleys
between dots and attracts paper fibers.8 This buildup ofmaterial attracts ink and leads to
mottled printing and plugging/filling of dots and halftone areas.6- 7- 8 Work done by
Figure 4 - Shoulder Angle (0)
Warfford at Clemson University corroborates this belief of the relief angle relationship
to dot gain which was demonstrated to occur for both AM and FM screening methods.9
Overall, it would not be unusual to see a 3% dot increase to as large as 10% dot when
printed in some situations.10
Digital plates
One of the more recent technologies that has been introduced by the industry is the
use of flexographic direct-to-plate (DTP) or computer-to-plate (CTP) technology. The
first appearance of this technique was at DRUPA '95 by DuPont and BASF.11 Unlike the
technology utilized in offset lithography, flexographic DTP still requires the use of a fol
low-on UV exposure to the plate. There are predominantly two forms ofDTP technolo
gy on the market both based on the use of an integral mask.
The more common technique is to have the UV absorbing, IR sensitive integral mask
physically as part of the photopolymer plate. The plate is placed in an imagesetter-like
device that uses a YAG laser to ablate the IR sensitive mask essentially leaving a pseu
do-negative. The ablation of the mask literally
"vaporizes"
the mask material leaving
only unexposed photopolymer in the image areas. The imaged plate is then exposed to
UV radiation to initiate the polymerization as usual. The plate is conventionally devel
oped without being under vacuum (since there is no film) and the integral mask is
removed at the same time as the unpolymerized monomer. Post exposures are done as
they normally would when using conventional plates. DuPont/Barco, BASF/NAPP and
Misomex have adopted this method of plate making for their systems.
Polyfibron has chosen an alternate route with their Boxcor system. Demonstrated at
CMM '97, this system is designed for use by the corrugated market. Unlike the previous
method, the Boxcor system begins with a plate that does not have a previously
attached mask that needs to be ablated. Instead, a precut plate is placed in an imaging
device that uses inkjet technology to spray the mask on uniformly using special ink. The
plate is then exposed to UV radiation as usual and the mask is again removed using con
ventional solvent washing techniques.
The overwhelming advantage of this technology lies in the elimination of the use of
films. Conventional, film-based plate-making suffers from excess ray scattering during
the UV exposure phase. For film-based exposure systems, the UV rays need to pass
through the vacuum cover sheet, film base, film emulsion, and matte layer.12 The scat
tering due to these layers causes reverses to fill and the dot shoulder to build decreasing
the shoulder angle.13 By use of an the integral mask, this "film is removed
allowing the UV radiation to expose the photopolymer directly without any interference
that could result in scattering.
The result is that dots print differently and physically have a different shape on the
plate. Using photographs of plates, Taylor, Fan and Blanchet indicate that ". . . The digi
tal main exposure is in air. The photopolymeriaztion dynamics in air are unlike those in
a vacuum. . . and ". . . conventional dots are conical and flat-top as expected; the digi-
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tal dots are smaller, with a more curved cross-sectional profile, and the top of the dot is
rounded rather than flat."12 They continue to point out that ". . . the printing area on the
digital plate is less than the conventional plate. . thus the ". . . amount of cut back
required in prepress is minimized .... More importantly, the size reduction is per
formed by the dot formation dynamics with no loss of gray levels. . which ". . . signif
icantly reduces the amount of objectionable gray level contraction."12 This apparent dot
loss from the transition of the dot in digital form to plate is described by Schilstra as a
negative dot gain (or sharpening) built into the process.14 The overall effect is that digi
tal plates give ". . . sharper relief features and . . . sharper printing. Also, the mask is in
direct contact with the photopolymer surface, . . . the reproduction is one-to-one."15
The end result of this negative dot gain is the ability to print smaller dots and a signif
icant reduction in dot gain. Various trade publications have reported the ability to print
and hold 1-3% dots on 120-150 lines per inch (39-59 centimeters per inch) screen rul
ings.11- 13> 14 Rather dramatic decreases in dot gain have also been reported. Meijer
reported reductions of 50% in the highlights, 30% in the midtones, 15% in the dark
tones and legible printing of two point
text.16 Less dramatic are observations reported
by Bengtson of 2% dots printing as 6% versus the expected 15%.13 Although no values
for dot gain were calculated, graphical representations of data in reports by Schwarz17
and Samworth18 seem to support the claims that digital plates do produce less dot gain.
In summary, DTP technology provides greater tonal range, better reverses, clean prints,
lower dot gain, better printing contrast, greater latitude in exposure, reduction in pre
press steps and more.19
With all these advantages one would wonder why there hasn't been a faster and wider
adoption of this technology in the industry? The answer is simple: cost and time. Plate
material alone is more expensive (15-20% more) and the hardware can approach
$700,000.20 To keep this in perspective it is necessary to remember that over 80% of all
printing companies (not just flexography) in the U.S. have twenty employees and annual
sales under four million dollars.21 A purchase of this size would represent a substantial
investment for any portion of the printing sector. There is also criticism regarding the
time it takes to image a plate, typically 55-60 minutes (about four times slower than
using film).20 These are a few of the more notable concerns but issues like digital proof
ing, color management and others will make it more difficult for advocates of this tech
nology to convince others of its use. None the less, as Van Zoeren points out, the ". . .
driving force for computer-to-plate technology is to integrate the workflow from idea to
print. Workflow integration offers the promise of higher productivity, better consistency
and control of the result."22
FM screening
With the introduction ofmore powerful computers in the prepress area, the use of
some form of FrequencyModulated (FM) halftone screening is becoming more widely
accepted. Unlike conventionalAmplitude Modulated (AM) halftone screening, which
alters tones by changing the size ofhalftone dots, FM screening changes the amount and
placement of one size of halftone dots within a certain area. The result is that tonal vari
ations (and thus density) are accomplished by dot population changes (as opposed to
size changes) at a constant population size.
The size of the halftone dot can vary and is dependent on the resolution of the output
device in use.23 Most screening software allows FM screening to produce single dots up
to the 50% tone value, after which the dots begin to
connect.24 For the graphic arts
industry as a whole, FM dot diameters can range from 5-100 microns although typically
dot sizes are between 20-30 microns.23-25 Halftone dot size is critical to the success of
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FM screening being able to render an image. Too large an FM dot and the dot structure
becomes visible (contributing to the graininess of an image), too small and plate durabil
ity problems will arise.26
There are two classes of FM screening known as first order and second order. First-
order screening maintains the same dot size and places them in random locations; sec
ond-order screening uses variable dot sizes with random placement. "First-order screens
. . . [are] more optimal .... With second-order screens, some dots are larger than other
dots resulting in . . . some dots in non-optimal locations to create a larger dot."27 A third
method recently offered is Hybrid screening where both AM and FM dots are used on
the same image, FM primarily for the highlights and lighter tone areas.
Dots in FM screening are rendered in one of three ways: error diffusion, dispersed dot
dithering and patterned diffuse dither. The decision-making process is what distinguish
es the three methods. In digital imaging a particular gray value is usually translated into
one of 256 gray value assignments that 8-bit binary code represents (0 for 100% white
and 255 for 100% black). All three techniques compare a scanned portion of an image,
equivalent to a pixel, to a threshold value in order to determine if the pixel is reproduced
or not. If the scanned gray value is below the threshold value it will not be rendered, if
above it will.
In error diffusion, a pixel gray value is compared as described above. An error term
that describes the difference between the threshold and scanned value is calculated and
added to neighboring scanned pixel gray values. This next value is again compared to
the threshold value and the cycle is repeated. "In this manner the error is spread to pix
els which have yet to be thresholded."28 For the dispersed dot dithering, a matrix of a
particular size is defined so that each block has a designated gray value. Scanned gray
values that correspond to the matrix pixel locations are compared to determine if they
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are rendered or not. Niederstadt points out that, "The difference between two adjacent
threshold values in one line is always a minimum of 128 ... to get that regular arrange
ment."28 He continues that "The difference to an AM screen is . . . [that] the distribution
of the pixel within this matrix is dispersed."29 (The clustered dot dithering method, used
in AM Screening, also uses a pixel matrix that decreases in gray value from the center
of the matrix to the edge. Adjacent gray values are relatively close and microdots are
formed by multiple pixels.)30
Use of FM screening provides certain advantages to image quality. The most signifi
cant advantage is that printed images have an appearance similar to continuous images.
Also since FM does not require the use of screen angles the moire effect is eliminated.
The elimination of screen angles makes the use of high-fi color applications easier to
employ. Image edges appear softer and full-range vignettes have a better transition from
mid to shadow tones.31 FM screens also create smaller electronic file sizes thanAM
screened images. Some people in the industry also claim that images are less sensitive to
misregistration although work by Niederstadt has indicated there may be some question
to this.32
Use ofFM screening does have its drawbacks. FM screened images suffer from a
grainy appearance. Fischer explains that the ". . . random-like order of FM screens . . .
is responsible for . . . noise in the image. This perceived noise is known as graininess."33
This grainy appearance becomes more pronounced as the contrast between the substrate
and the ink increases.31 Press gain is also treated differently. Unlike AM screens, dot
gain is compensated not by changing dot size but by decreasing the number of dots
being printed. This makes reproduction of a proof difficult since this proofmay have a
different amount of halftone dots than the printed image and ultimately look different.31
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Film selection and anilox roll selection are also critical to the success of FM screened
image quality. Dot fringe must be avoided since soft dots will cause variation of the dot
gain during printing. Use of high gamma films has been recommended to prevent this.34
The size of the microdots make anilox roll selection critical. If cell openings are too
large, the dots could dip into the cells, thus inking the sides of the relief leading to dot
gain and plugging on the plate. Dot gain, in general, is greater for FM screened images
than forAM. This is due to the fact that dot perimeter is a function of dot size.35 The
smaller the dot, the more dot gain it is capable of experiencing, and as the number of
FM dots increases, so do the available locations for dot gain.
As mentioned earlier, not only is dot gain higher for FM screening but is also has a
high amount of visual noise that causes a grainy image appearance (more so in the mid
to shadow tones). These limitations have led to limited use ofFM screening in flexogra
phy even with its potential benefits in the highlights. To overcome these problems,
Professional Computer Corporation (PCC) has introduced a screening method they refer
to as Hybrid screening. This method combines AM and FM screening so that AM rep
resents the mid to shadow tone areas and the FM screening patterns are used for the
highlights only. The method does not merely break sharply from one method to the
other but incorporates a gradual transition from the AM to the FM screening through
several gray levels.
Step-change exposure technology
One method which tries to affect dot gain by shoulder angle manipulation is the step-
change exposure method. As mentioned earlier, one suspected cause of dot gain is the
deformation of the relief causing a greater print area to occur. Minimizing the shoulder
angle would provide a minimum additional print area when the plate is deformed under
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impression pressure as well as provide less area for ink and fibers to build up (less plug
ging). The steepest relief can be obtained with the use of collimated light sources.
Conventional light sources are usually a bank of fluorescent lights that emits a diffuse
spread ofUV radiation to the photopolymer plate. This diffuse radiation eventually
undercuts the exposed image areas of the negative causing the shoulder of the relief to
build up. In contrast, a collimated light source directs a focused emission of light to a
relatively small area of the plate. This results in drastically less undercutting and nearly
vertical sidewalls to the relief. Work described in two different articles by Rach36 and
Becker37(both using capped plates) report that not only is relief angle reduced but also
dot shape characteristics. Both report that dots appear to have bullet shapes (especially
in the highlights) and experience dot sharpening rather than gain after the plate-making
stage.36- 37 The end result is an extension of the tone range and better vignettes being
printed.36
Although the ability to create nearly vertical shoulder relief is attractive, printing from
these types of dots may suffer from excessive slur and smearing. Without the strength
provided by the relief shoulder, the dots can bend under impression pressure and smear
the image. The Olec Corporation has introduced an exposure method designed to elimi
nate this effect. Their procedure is to do a dual exposure to the plate to control the
shoulder build up using a single UV source and a specially designed reflector that can
create a dispersed or collimated effect. First the collimated setting is used to create the
shallow relief angles that are desired for the printing surface of the dot. After this step a
second exposure is done using the dispersed light source setting to build up the shoulder
near the bottom of the dot. This lower, built up shoulder provides structural strength to
the dot to prevent the slimmer upper portion of the dot from bending. Haradon reports
that tests using this technology indicate it provides well defined dot shapes, dot gain
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decreases of 30%-50%, the ability to hold l%-2% dots and excellent vignettes.38
Use of a calibrated imagesetter
Imagesetter calibration is a technique with its basis in three elements: higher image
setter exposure, use of 16 bits per gray level and transfer curve application during
screening. Normally, dots in the extreme highlights are made by using a few digital
spots (i.e., 1% uses 2 or 3 digital spots).39 These types of dots do not hold well, if at all,
on a photopolymer plate. To create a 1% dot using higher imagesetter exposures, dots
are created using 10-12 digital spots and the increased exposure time is used to decrease
the size of the dot to that of a 1% dot. Dots created in this manner are not only smaller
than their normal-exposure counterparts but are sharper, harder, print cleaner and hold
on a plate better.39
Use of 16-bit descriptions for gray levels is due to the inability of 8-bit descriptions to
account for the dot gain in flexography. To fully understand this limitation remember
that an 8-bit description allows for 256 levels of gray. Looking at gray levels from 0-
2%, an 8-bit description uses 5 digital levels to describe these dot sizes assuming there
is no dot gain. In flexography, a 1% dot typically gains to a 15% dot so that the five dig
ital gray levels represent the printed range from 0-15%. This in turn manifests itself as
the breaks seen in the highlights in flexography. If the required cutbacks in dot size are
made to account for the dot gain, with 8-bit descriptions there are no longer enough gray
levels to accurately reproduce the necessary dots. By using 16-bit descriptions, 65,536
gray levels are available allowing for an output dot representation for every input dot
size entered.
Use of 16-bit gray levels increases file size and slows down desktop applications. For
this reason, the transfer curve used is applied during the screening by assigning screen
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values to gray levels. This requires the imagesetter to be calibrated to this curve. Work
on the image is still done in 8-bit format on the desktop computer, but the gray values
are not altered. When the 8-bit data is sent for screening, it is converted to 16-bit data
values via a lookup table created by the calibration procedure.
Longer exposure times
Independent work done by Mark Samworth of PCC Artwork Systems has indicated
that overexposure of photopolymer plates has led to an increased ability to hold small
dots. His experience has shown that these effects have manifested themselves when the
exposure has been two to three times the normal exposure. The most likely cause for
this observation lies in that if a plate is not exposed long enough, not enough UV radia
tion penetrates the monomer and not enough polymerization occurs. The result is that
not enough of a shoulder is built up to hold the dot and it is consequently washed off
during the processing step. This is reasonably possible for extreme highlight values
since the openings available for UV radiation to penetrate the film are so small.
Overexposure might ensure that highlight dots are allowed to build up their shoulder to
the point that they will remain on the plate during processing.
Use of%AE*
One point that is worth a more detailed discussion is the use of%AE* as the metric
for describing dot gain. Traditionally, dot gain has been described using density as the
metric and is a combination of two components, true dot gain and the Yule-Nielsen
Effect. Actually, dot gain is a physical increase of a dot's size due to mechanical effects
like spread of the ink on the substrate by absorption or due to impression pressure. The
Yule-Nielsen Effect (sometimes referred to as optical dot gain) is an apparent increase in
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dot size that is detected by an observer due to light scatter or absorption by the ink film
causing a
"shadow"
effect that increases the dot size. Dot gain is calculated as the dif
ference between the percent film dot area (FDA) and the percent printed dot area (PDA).
These values are determined using the Yule-Nielsen equation.
Measuring dot gain in flexography with this method is difficult due to the unique
properties of the process. Cusdin and Recchia point out three differences between flex
ography and other printing processes that make the use of these equations difficult: ver
satility of substrate/paper combinations, dark tone densities and cupping in the high
lights due to plate deformation.40 The versatility makes choosing a particular n-value
difficult especially since these values have not readily been calculated for flexography
(the values normally used were determined with offset lithography in mind).40-41
In flexography, shadow tones (85-90%) tend to have more density than the solid due
to reverses in the plate acting similar to a gravure surface and depositing more ink onto
the paper.40 Cupping of highlight dots (physical deformation of the dot so that the sides
are higher than the center) causes a halo to appear around the dot resulting in a differ
ence in densities between the center and the edge of a dot. Choosing an n-value is also
difficult in that there isn't a value that will compensate for both the highlight and shad
ow ends of the tone scale.42
Besides problems arising due to the nature of flexographic printing, there are also
some other considerations for the use of an alternate metric besides density. One of the
most significant problems with the use of the Murray-Davies equation is the Yule-
Nielsen Effect. Because the Murray-Davies formula is linear in tint reflectance, which is
not perceptually uniform, it cannot be perceptually uniform either. A smaller issue is
with the filters used in densitometry, which are not visually referenced. Thus, the densit
ometer will not see colors in the same way as people do. This effect is most pronounced
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for highly saturated colors. These methods are in no way related or derived from the
ability of a person to perceive tones or colors.
To better represent how a person perceives tones, a true perceptual metric is desired
and can be found in the use ofAE* from the CIELAB color space. The CIELAB color
space has its basis in the actual psychophysical experiments of people's ability to per
ceive color. This color space defines AE* as the measure of perceptual difference






This metric can be used to make plots, similar to dot gain curves, that actually describe
the tone sensitivity of a person to a particular tint. Additionally, this metric can act as a
measure that is independent of the printing process and eliminates the need to calculate
a Yule-Nielsen n-value for a particular process.
There are some limitations to the use of this metric that need to be reviewed. The use
of%AE* as a metric is a first order approximation of its behavior in the CIELAB color
space. In the macro sense, CIELAB isn't really a uniform color space, equal distances in
different directions in the colorspace are not really perceptually equal. If the values of
all the AE*s of the tints of a specific color were plotted and connected, a slightly curved
line would result. %AE* represents the secants of this curve (based on the respective tint
value) relative to the
AE* line of the solid patch line. Since the curve is slight, a first
order approximation can be used to essentially describe the position of the tint secant
line on the solid patch line. With respect to the non-uniformity of the colorspace, if the
measured change is in the same relative direction, it seems reasonable that the errors
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that might occur will not be so great as to disallow the first order approximation.
For some colors, the AE* of the tint curve extends past the AE* point of the solid
patch line resulting in changes in the color not being accounted for. This occurs because
the absorption of the primary absorption bands of the colorant have reached a maximum
while the secondary and tertiary absorption bands continue to increase. The effect is that
the color only gets dirtier. This is adjusted for by limiting the amount of ink on the
paper to the point where AE* is 100%, thus ignoring the dirtying effect.44
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Chapter 3
Review of the Literature
For this work an extensive number of sources were cited. Unfortunately, due to the
nature of some of the topics in this paper, many of the articles contained a small amount
of information used. Therefore, the brief review of literature below refers a few sources
of information on the material studied. Only sources that provide more than just a few
facts are represented here.
An Introduction to Digital Prepressfor Flexography & Packaging
by Barry Lee
(Randolph, MA: Agfa Educational Publishing, 1997)
This booklet is a brief and comprehensive look at the flexographic process. Lee pro
vides a comprehensive review from the predominant markets, a basic design of the
process, an overview of prepress operations, and the limitations of the process. The
book's strong point is its illustrations ofmost of the basic processes and equipment used
in flexographic printing. The illustrating coupled with the straight forward and easy to




"IfYou Don't StartWith a Good Dot You Can't Print a Good Dot"
by A. Adamczyk
Flexo 7, no. 1 (1982)
Adamczyk's article is a comprehensive examination of the importance of controlling
the formation of the halftone dot on the photopolymer plate to ensure high quality print
ing. He first reviews some to the unique characteristics of photopolymer plates and their
behavior under UV radiation exposure and follows up with the importance of uniform
plate thickness and dimensional stability. In the second portion of the article, Adamczyk
traces the path of the ink from the anilox cylinder to being printed as a dot on paper. He
describes the effect of the ink on the plate material and impact of impression pressure on
dot growth (illustrated by the use of dot gain curves).
'COMPRESSIBLE Photopolymer Plates Show Possibilities ofAdvanced
Productivity and Profitability"
by Michael Heckaman
Flexo 7, no. 1 (1982)
The focus of this article describes the advantages of the use ofmultilayer photopoly
mer plates. Although the information provided on these types ofplates is not applicable
to this project, the article does provide an extensive description of the theory on how
and why photopolymer plates deform under impression. These ideas are presented with
some excellent illustrations and examples of how a material that is compressible can
assist in minimizing dot gain. Additionally, a review of the use of foam stickybacks vs.
foam plate backings is presented with print test examples to illustrate major points.
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"Flexographic & Letterpress Plates: A Closer Look at the Differences'
by Robert W. Kelsall andWilliam R. Wagner
Flexo 13, no. 5 (1988)
This article compares and contrasts the use of flexographic printing plates to the use
of letterpress plates. The authors provide an extensive discussion of relief shoulder
angles and their effect on print quality. Dot gain and plugging effects as they are related
to shoulder angle are examined and illustrated with photographs of printing plates as
well as a small description of the use of point light sources. The article also provides a
discussion of plate resiliency and its impact on print quality.
"The Impact of Shoulder Angle & Relief Depth of Photopolymer Plates on dot
Reproduction"
by Michelle Warfford
Flexo 22, no. 10 (1997)
This study was designed to determine if there was a relationship between exposure
time and the size of the relief angle in a photopolymer plate at various relief depth con
ditions. The author also examined the effect of relief angle size to dot gain. Warfford
conducted her experiment by exposing a test form to four different face exposure times
for four different relief depths, the test forms used both AM and FM screens. She exam
ined her results using various statistical methods and concluded that there was a signifi
cant relationship between relief angle size and exposure time and that there was a signif
icant relationship between relief angle size and dot gain.
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"The Digital Difference"
by Bradley K. Taylor, Roxy Ni Fan and Graciela B. Blanchet
Flexo 22, no. 7 (1997)
The authors of this article present an extensive explanation ofhow current flexo
graphic direct-to-plate technology works. They first discuss the use and advantages the
ablative mask layer used on DTP plates which include photographs of plate surfaces to
illustrate key points. Their review also includes press run results of dot size on plates,
exposure latitudes and dot gain. The article concludes with a brief discussion of the cost
of current equipment and projections of the future of the technology.
Computer-to-Plate Technology in Flexography
by Moritz B. Schwarz
(M.S. Project, Rochester Institute ofTechnology, 1997)
This master's degree project report contains a history and description of direct to plate
technology for both photopolymer and rubber engraved plate. These methods are then
employed in a press test to compare their print characteristics such tint densities and dot
gain. Schwarz concludes that digital plates provide better print quality than conventional
plate systems.
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"Frequency modulate screening in flexographic printing"
by Dieter Niederstadt
[home page] (University ofHertfordshire, United Kingdom: University of
Hertfordshire, 1997, accessed 25 February 1998); available from
http//www.moose.co.uk/UserFiles/dieter/dieter.htm; Internet
This home page provides a short review of FM screening technology as well as a fair
ly extensive explanation of digital FM screening techniques that are employed.
Niederstadt also presents the results of a study he preformed on the misregistration tol
erance ofFM screened images that he conducted as a result of his Ph.D. image research.
This page also includes an extensive listing of literature sources he referenced with an
emphasis on FM screening.
'Determining Tone Reproduction Curves and Dot Gain Percentages for Optimizing
Separation Compensation Curves for Flexographic Printing"
by George Cusdin & Dave Recchia
1995 Report ofthe Proceedings ofFoundation ofFlexographic TechnicalAssociation
(March 1995).
The goal of the authors in this article is to explain the unique dot gain properties of
flexographic printing and to discuss how dot gain measurements should be made. They
first review the use of the Murray-Davies equation and the Yule-Nielsen n-value in flex
ographic printing applications. They go on to discuss the qualities of flexographic print
ing that make the use of these methods difficult and their results misleading. The authors
mention a mathematical model they developed to handle these problems but do not go




This experiment was essentially trying to determine if the only significant factor that
affects the printed dot gain in the highlight tonal areas is the size of the dot on the print
ing plate. Results from this analysis indicate which combination of light and dot creation
techniques produce the best highlight tones. This decision was determined by compari
son of the
process'
ability to produce a low value of dot gain and to produce an accept
able vignette as determined by a panel of observers. The first null hypothesis is:
H01 = The major influence on tone reproduction (as measured by %AE*) is the
size of the dot on the plate.
The alternate hypothesis are is:
Hn = The major influence on tone reproduction (as measured by %AE*) is not the size
of the dot on the plate.
The second null hypothesis is:
H02 = There is no difference in the vignette smoothness produced by each of the plate
creation methods.
The alternate hypotheses are is:
H12 = The vignette smoothness produced by each of the plate creation methods is not
the same.
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The third null hypothesis is:
H03 = The tone reproduction produced by each of the plate creation methods are the
same.
The alternate hypotheses are is:




The experiment was setup using a fixed, factorial design consisting of three factors.
The first factor was the method of light exposure which was composed of three treat
ments: conventional bank/normal exposure, conventional bank/high exposure and step-
change exposures (using the Olec light-source). The second factor was the film type
which was composed of three treatments: normal film, AM screening created by an
imagesetter calibrated for flexography, and a digital plate. The last factor was screening
method which had two treatments namely conventionalAM andHybrid screening.
The experiment was a balanced design in that the same number of test sheets were col
lected for each press run. A statistical analysis using multiple regression (for analysis of
the variables) was used.
The controlled variables were the method of light exposure, film type and halftone
screening method. The type of ink, its viscosity, pH, plate material, press speed, sub
strate, anilox role and sticky back were also controlled. The effects of variables, like
mechanical variation or vibration of the press, that could affect the printed images on
press, were controlled by using randomization of plate printing order, selection of test
sheets to be measured and use of the same ink station on the press. All of the plate
cylinders used had their total indicated runout (TIR) checked prior to mounting and all
were found to be within +/- 0.0005".
This experiment consisted of a series of three different press runs (each using one of
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three identical sets of nine plates) followed by data collection from the test sheets pro
duced and the plates themselves. The data collection for the experiment consisted of two
parts. Data for part one was collected from test forms printed and plates used using
instrumentation to obtain dot area on plate, relief angle and %AE*. Data for part two
was obtained by visual analysis of test sheets through the use of a panel of observers.
Eighteen plates were made using a test form designed for the experiment containing
the following test images: various tint patches, highlight vignettes, a slur target, round











Figure 5 - Plate Test Images
The vignettes consisted of twenty-three
0.25"
x
0.50" (6.4mm x 228.6mm) tint patch
es adjacent to each other. These patches were in increments of one system gray level
going from 0 to 22 (on a scale of 0 [white] to 255 [black]). A series of tick marks was
placed next to these vignettes to indicate the breaks between values. A series of tint
patches that had dot areas from 10% to 100% in 10% increments was also included. The
slur target used was a hexagonal line target running the length of the plate along each
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side. Each plate contained two copies of the test images placed side by side. The differ
ence between the sets of images was one set used conventional AM screening and the
other used Hybrid screening developed by PCC Artwork Systems ofBristol,
Pennsylvania. Each complete image area was 5.5"x 9" (139.7mm x 228.6mm) which




9" (279.4mm x 228.6mm) (Figure 6). The three sets of plates for this experi
ment were made using the light exposure methods, film types and screening methods
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Figure 6 - Thesis Test Image
discussed in the theory section and listed previously as control variables. All plates for
the experiment were made by the Mark Trece Company ofBaltimore,Maryland. All
plates were of the same type of photopolymer material, Dupont Cyrel HOS. The details
of the plate manufacturing are located inAppendix A.
The paper used was Sommerset 50 lbs. (74g/m2), coated, white stock by Warren. All
press runs used Akzo Nobel PXUFR Process/Dense black ink. The initial viscosity of
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the ink was chosen so that it measured as twenty-four seconds (+/- 2 seconds) on a num
ber three Zahn cup at a pH of 9.8 (+/- 0.1). To help prevent ink drying problems on the
plate approximately 300 mL of propylene glycol was added to approximately 2 L of ink.
All press runs were performed on the Mark Andy 4120 narrow web label press located
at the School of Printing Management and Sciences at the Rochester Institute of
Technology. All test sheet samples were collected at a press speed of 200-fpm using the
fifth print station of the press. Anilox roll #47576, a 1200-cell/inch anilox roll (type:
MA 4120, max diameter: 2.1900", opening: 18 microns, wall: 3 microns, depth: 6.7
microns and theoretical volume: 1.4 BCM) was used for all pressruns. The plates were
run in a randomly chosen order created using a random number table (this order is
described in Appendix B). Plates were mounted on the plate cylinder, using 3M's 1020M
stickyback, so that the lowest tone values were printed last on the web. For consistency
the same press operator (Prof. Barry Lee of the Rochester Institute ofTechnology) set
the kiss impression for each of the runs.
After the initial kiss impression was set, the test sheet was visually inspected to
ensure a complete image was being produced with emphasis placed on the vignettes. If
the image was not satisfactory the press operator would make minor adjustments to cor
rect the sheet. Once an acceptable sheet was being produced the press operator would
wipe the plate with a wet rag so that a fresh set of test sheets would be produced for col
lection. The plate would then re-ink itself and collection of test sheets would begin after
the image cleared itself. The kiss impression was set on the first plate of the run. Each
successive plate's kiss impression was set so that it did not exceed +/- 2.5 mils (63.5
urn) of the first squeeze pressure. Seven sheets from each plate were collected at inter
vals of thirty seconds for a total collection time of three minutes. Once all sheets were
collected the press was stopped and the next plate cylinder was placed on press. Three
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pressruns (each using one set of all nine plates) were done on two different days.
Pressruns #1 and #2 were done during the morning and afternoon ofDecember 18th,
1998 respectively, pressrun #3 was done during the morning ofDecember 20th, 1998.
Determination of ink viscosity, ink pH, ink additive mixture and press cutter set
tings:
The first attempt at a pressrun proved unsuccessful but did provide the determination
of ink properties and press settings for the final data collection runs. The first attempt
used a 900-cells/inch anilox roll and donated ink without adding any additives. When
the first plate was run, extreme highlight dots (dots with an area of 5% or less) dropped
off and the plate experienced a visually noticeable amount of dot gain which started
between 1 minute to 1 minute 30 seconds into the run. After discussing this with my
thesis and research advisors, it was concluded that the ink was drying too rapidly and
thus drying on the plate. The first attempt to correct this was to change the anilox roll
from the 900-cells/inch roll to the 1200-cells/inch roll that was eventually used for all
the press runs. This change would reduce the amount of ink on the plate and correct the
ink build-up problem. After the plate was run a second time the problem was reduced
but not enough to ensure consistent printing throughout the press run.
To further reduce ink-drying time several mixtures of propylene glycol and ink were
made and run to determine a successful combination of the two. All mixtures attempted
provided little improvement so a different manufacturer's ink was tried; Akzo Nobel
process black was eventually used for all the press runs. The ink was changed out and
ran without additives. The new ink was an improvement but print results indicated that
it also required the addition ofpropylene glycol. Again, several mixtures were tested
until a visually satisfactory sheet was produced. The
%AE* of various samples of these
sheets was determined and a tone stability plot of
%AE* vs. collection time for several
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tint patches was produced. The plot indicated a relatively constant tone was being pro
duced. Two other plates were run using this ink mixture yielding similar results by both
the visual assessment of sheets and tone stability plots. The viscosity and pH of this
mixture was then measured and used as the aim points for the ink for this project.
A press setting requirement that was also determined during this process was the web
side trimmers. The sheeter blade on the converting part of the press was not wide
enough to completely cut the web into individual sheets. This was due to the web being
slightly wider than the blade. The web side trimmers were set to trim the web enough
for the sheeting blade to completely cut the sheet. Use of the side trimmers did not
destroy or remove any relevant part of the test image (only removing the printed bearer
bars from the plate image).
Problems during press runs:
During the press runs two problems of significance occurred. The first was the occa
sional snapping of the side-trimmer waste roll and the second was an ink-drying prob
lem of unknown origin during press run #1. On several occasions the trimmer waste
feed snapped and wrapped around the waste collection roll. This required the press to be
stopped and the waste feed to be reattached. With exception on one occasion, this
occurred near the end of a sample collection or after start up of the press after a plate
change. This was handled either by finishing the sample collection (ifnear the end of
the collection) then correcting or stopping the press, correcting, and starting the plate
run over if the break occurred at the start of a run. The exception to this was press run
#1, plate #8. The break occurred during the one minute, thirty second collection interval.
The press was momentarily stopped, the waste feed reattached and the press restarted.
Test sheets were collected for the remaining one and a halfminutes at the specified thir
ty-second intervals.
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During pressrun #2, a significant ink-drying problem of unknown origin occurred dur
ing the start of the pressrun for plate #7. At the start of the run, portions of the image
appeared to run together giving a smeared appearance. Ink and air dryer were checked
and indicated no significant change in either. This researcher decided to change the ink
out and finish the remaining plates with fresh ink. Of note is that the first six plates of
this run used an ink with a viscosity of 26 seconds on a #3 Zahn cup while fresh ink
used for the last three plates had a viscosity measured at 23 seconds on a #3 Zahn cup.
Instrumentation:
The Gretag Spectrolino spectrophotometer, FS Dot Area Meter, RAM Optical
Instrumentation Optical Video Probe Assembly (OVP) and Hitachichi KP-C50C color
camera/Nikon microscope stage were used to obtain the CIELAB color coordinates (L*,
a* and b*), % film dot areas, images used to determine plate dot areas and images used
to determine relief angle.
Determination of%AE* using the Gretag Spectrolino spectrophotometer:
The Gretag Spectrolino settings and calibration were done using the
GretagMacbeth KeyWizard ver. 2.01 software. The instrument was set for reflective
measurement, no filter,
2
observer, ANSI Status T, D50 illumination and absolute mea
surement. Each step in the highlight vignette of the test sheet was measured against a
black background and was stored as CIELAB data in an appropriate Excel worksheet.
The instrument was calibrated after every seventh sheet had been read.
From this data a series ofplots of average %AE* versus time of collection were creat
ed. These plots were produced to assist in the detection of print performance instability
during the sample collection. The average
%AE* for each time interval was calculated
by averaging the values of all seven plates in each of the time collection intervals. The
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patches that represented the beginning (patch #4), middle (patch #12) and end (patch
#22) of the highlight vignette were used to create a tone stability plots for each of the
pressruns.
Determination of film dot area using the FSDotArea Meter:
The FS Dot Area Meter (designed by Franz Sigg of the School of Printing
Management and Sciences at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology) is a custom built
instrument designed for repeatability. Each of the films used was evaluated. The meter
was linearized on each film according to the manufacturer instructions, the 3.5mm light
aperture was used and all films were read with the emulsion side facing up. One reading
was made for each tint patch using the approximate center of the patch as the target
area. A calibration film for the instrument was not available so values obtained using the
FS Dot Area Meter for the 10% - 80% tint patch areas were compared to values for the
same tint patches using several transmission densitometers. Comparison of these values
showed that there was no significant difference between the values obtained which lead
to the conclusion that the FS DotArea Meter was providing sufficiently accurate read
ings.
Determination of plate dot area using the RAM Optical Instrumentation Optical Video
ProbeAssembly (OVP):
Plate samples were placed on the glass-viewing platform of the system after which
another glass plate was placed on top to prevent the curling of the plate. Images of the
plate surfaces were obtained using the Panasonic GP-KR222 digital camera that was
part of the system. All images were captured at 164x magnification with a bottom illu
mination value of 100. AM plates were imaged for the three plate sets; hybrid plates
were not imaged due to equipment availability and time constraints. Patch numbers 204,
153, 102 and 51 of the AM plates were imaged. The center vignette highlight patches
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imaged were selected based on the film dot area values. Patches were selected where the
films indicated a 1% and a 2% dot were being created. For cases where film dot area
straddled these values, the lower of the two values was taken. In addition the patch with
the smallest dot was also imaged. If the plate did not in actuality hold this dot then the
last patch to hold dots was imaged. Images were opened in theAdobe Photoshop
software, changed to TIFF images, and cropped to a size of 525 x 365 pixels. The
images were then converted to monochrome images using the batch conversion function
in GraphicConverter. The images were then changed (by choosing a threshold value) so
they contained only black (non-image area) and white (dot tops) pixels. This conversion
was done using one of several methods depending on the amount and placement of
noise in the image. Plate dot areas were then calculated using a pixel count ratio method
similar to the one described by Neiderstadt1 where %dot plate area is defined by the fol
lowing equation:
, number of white pixels%dot area = ^ X 100%
total number of pixels
For most of the 204, 153 and 102 tint patches the threshold, digital count value was
selected and applied using the threshold tool in GraphicConverter. The particular value
used was determined using the histogram tool in GraphicConverter. The histogram tool
presents a plot ofpixel count as a function of digital gray value (0-255). An ideal
grayscale image of a halftone screen will have a histogram with two peaks at the high
and low digital values with a trough in the middle. The trough value represents the the
lowest pixel count in the image. In the case of a halftone screen this represents the pix
els on the edges of the dots and thus defines the edges. By selecting this digital value as
the threshold value, the tops of the dots will be isolated from the non-image area when
the threshold tool is applied to the image. In reality, light transmission through the plate
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base sometimes yields digital values that are the same as the dot tops. After the thresh
old value is applied to the image, these areas on the base appear as noise. For large tone
values these areas can be easily discerned from the dot tops and removed (in this case
using Photoshop).
For several plates, the noise presented by the areas between the dots was so severe
that an appropriate threshold could not be applied. When a value was applied, the areas
between the dots appeared as part of the dot. Threshold values that were able to elimi
nate this noise also eliminated too much of the dot top and were therefore inappropriate
to use. To remove this noise several manipulations to the image files using masks in
Photoshop were applied with an emphasis on retaining the integrity of the surface
image of the dot tops.
The first masking method used a series ofmasks created usingAdobe Illustrator.
To make the mask, one of the #153 tint patch images was imported into Illustrator. A
set of crisscrossing lines were placed over areas between dots to mask out the noise
areas. The eventual pattern that was made resembled a chain link fence. These lines
were exported into Photoshop six times at line widths varying from 0.03-0.1 inches.
Next, a continuous tone plate image was imported into Photoshop and an appropriate
line mask was overlaid to cover the noise between the dots.
Although the use of the mask effectively eliminated between dot noise, it made the
use of the histogram to select threshold value impractical. The histogram that was pro
duced did not have a well-defined trough. It also contained a large range of digital val
ues that had the same minimum value. As a result, the magic wand tool in Photoshop
was used to select and isolate the dot tops. Some experimentation on a sample image
indicated that a threshold setting of 50 for the tool allowed for an adequate pixel selec
tion without eliminating pixels that did define the top of the dot. First a suitable dot was
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selected with the magic wand, then the select similar option was used to isolate the rest
of the dots on the plate. The inverse option was used to create a selection around the
non-image area which were subsequently deleted and replaced with black pixels. The
inverse option was used again to isolate the dot tops which were deleted and replaced
with white pixels.
There were a few dots in some of the images that were
"dirty"
that did not image
well. The result was even at the magic wand threshold of 50, the dot was eliminated
completely from the image. To overcome this problem, a cleaner dot (that appeared to
be of average size) was chosen, copied and pasted in on top of the
"dirty"
dot. This
allowed the magic wand procedure described above to be used successfully. This
method was applied to the following images:
Pressrun #1 - normal film/AM screen/bank light high exposure patch #153
- digital plate/AM screen/bank light normal exposure patch #153
Pressrun #2 - digital plate/AM screen/bank light normal exposure patch #102
- digital plate/AM screen/bank light high exposure patch #153
Pressrun #3 - digital plate/AM screen/bank light normal exposure patch #153
- digital plate/AM screen/bank light high exposure patch #153
The third method used was in response to the extreme amount ofnoise for the tint
patches of digital count 51 and below. For these areas on the plate, so much of the base
of the plate had the same digital count as the dot tops that the threshold selection
method proved impractical due to the amount of image cleanup required. The first part
of this method was to apply a halftone mask to the grayscale image of the plates. The
mask used was in actuality a copy of a #153 tint-patch image that had had a threshold
value applied and cleaned of noise. The white pixel areas representing the dot tops were
then made transparent using Photoshop. This image was then copied and pasted onto
the monochrome plate images for digital count values of 51 and below. Application of
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this mask effectively isolated the dot tops while eliminating the excessive noise (from
plate bottom transmission) between the halftone dots. The mask could also be moved in
the image during placement to account for slight misalignments of the dot pattern
between images. The magic wand tool was used as previously described to isolate the
dot tops and non-image areas.
The last method used was similar to the masking method with the exception that for
some images the mask was unable to isolate all of the dots. For these cases the magic
wand tool was used to select each one of the dot tops. Once this working path was creat
ed, the procedure to replace the appropriate locations with black and white pixels was
the same as the third method.
Several images did not produce continuous tone pictures that had defined dot tops.
These images did not provide plate dot area values and were eliminated from the multi-
variable linear regression preformed later. The images are as follows:
Pressrun #1 - digital plate/AM screen/Olec light exposure patch #13
- digital plate/AM screen/Olec light exposure patch #17
- digital plate/AM screen/Olec light exposure patch #21
- digital plate/AM screen/Olec light exposure patch #26
Pressrun #2 - digital plate/AM screen/Olec light exposure patch #13
digital plate/AM screen/Olec light exposure patch #17
digital plate/AM screen/Olec light exposure patch #21
One plate contained a corrupted continuous tone image. This image was from pressrun
#1, Flexocal film/AM screen/bank light normal exposure, tone patch #153. This
image was eliminated from the study.
Determination ofplate shoulder angle with Hitachi KP-C50C color camera/Nikon
microscope stage:
Plate samples were cut in half so that the cut ran through the middle of the center
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vignette. The samples were then mounted on a block so that the side of the vignette was
facing the lens of the microscope. An appropriate magnification was selected to provide
a clear image of the profile of the plate to yield at least four dots and a digital image was
captured using a Hitachi KP-C50C color camera and Image SXM. Images were saved as
grayscale TIFF images using Image SXM. If the first row of dots proved unsuitable due
to damage from the cut, the next row of dots was focused on. Measurements of relief
angle were done on the four dots for each plate for only the tone patches that had their
plate dot surface area used in the statistical analysis. The method described by Warfford2




An intermediate angle (8) (Figure 7) was determined using the angle measurement tool
in Image SXM. An average of all of the angles measured was determined which was
then used in the above equation to determine the shoulder angle for the plate.
/
Ye
Figure 7 - Location ofAngle 8
Psychometric experiment design:
A panel of 42 observers made up of students, faculty and staff from the School of
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Printing Management and Sciences at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology and the RIT
Research Corporation performed a visual assessment of the vignettes printed by ranking
them based on their smoothness. The Method of Ranks was used to analyze their
responses and used to create an interval-level Subjective Preference Scale.
Each sheet type was randomly assigned a letter designation from A to R. Test sample
selection was based on the plots of average %AE* versus time of collection. Sheets for
testing were chosen at the one minute, thirty-second collection time interval. This inter
val was chosen because all of the plots had or approached a slope of zero indicating that
the tone reproduction had stabilized for the run. Since there were three runs, the plots
were again used to determine which one of the runs provided the sample sheet for the
observations. If the plots overlapped each other, the press run selected was randomly
selected. If two of the three plots overlapped, one of the two overlapping plots was ran
domly selected. If none of the plots overlapped, the press run with the plot in the middle
was selected. One sheet from the one minute, thirty second time interval was chosen and
the three highlight vignettes were cut out and mounted on a l"x 6" (25.4mm x 52.4mm),
neutral gray piece ofmounting board. This provided three samples from each sheet
which produced three complete sets of test samples for all of the plate conditions.
Each observer was provided a set of instructions (appendix H) explaining how to rank
the smoothness of vignettes. The goal was to determine the best visual transition (with
least noticeable breaks in tone) from the starting tint to paper white. Observers were
asked if they had any questions about the instructions prior to being given any sample to
judge. The proctor answered any questions presented refraining from providing answers
that would bias the results of the observer. Observers were given three sets of six prints
to rank, one set at a time. The order of the test samples presented was randomized so
that the order of presentation avoided stratification. After the observer ranked each sam-
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pie set and gave them back to the proctor, the observer was not allowed to change his or
her response. Observers viewed the samples in a color-viewing booth under a 5,000K
light source. Observers were between the ages of nineteen and sixty-eight consisting of
69% men and 31% women. Since the vignettes used only black ink, color vision defects
were not a concern with the only requirement being that observers had to have 20/20
vision or vision correctable to 20/20.
Endnotes for Chapter 5
'Dieter Niederstadt and Henry Holloway, "Performing Dot-Area Measurement
with the
EPQM."
Flexo 23, no. 8 (1998): 72-75.
2Michelle Warfford, "Application of SEM for Shoulder Angle Determination
with Flexographic Photopolymer Plate
Material"




Examination ofTone Stability plots:
The tone stability plots (average %AE* as a function of time) were created for every
plate condition for each of the pressruns. Evaluation of these plots indicated several
aspects of the quality of the pressruns that were conducted. Under ideal conditions with
all variables under control, the plots should have a slope of zero with all three of the
plots for each run overlapping each other. This would indicate that all three runs were
experiencing the same tone reproduction over the course of the run and that the tone
reproduction experienced the same tone gain at every point in the run. Plots were creat
ed to determine if the pressruns exhibited these traits and upon examination showed that
most of the plates exhibited relatively stable performance through the course of the run
with some notable exceptions. Additionally, the plots were examined for any effects as a
result of the viscosity differences in the inks for press run #2 and the trimmer waste
breaks in pressrun #1 .
Plot examination showed that all of the plates experienced a certain amount of varia
tion in their performance although some of the conditions appeared to have greater sta
bility through the course of the runs (regardless of any effects from waste tape breaks or
ink viscosity changes). For nearly all of the plots the screening technique that appeared
have the least noise as well as having the plots for all three runs overlapping was the
Hybrid screening. The film technique that showed the most stability was the digital
plate. For the light exposure conditions there didn't appear to be a breakout performer
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based on plots alone, each technique having varying performance as the other two plate
creation conditions changed. The combination that seemed to plot the best was the digi
tal plate/Hybrid screening/normal light exposure. Although several other combina
tions displayed comparable performance, the plots for the digital plate/Hybrid screen
ing/normal light exposure condition plotted nearly perfect for all three of the pressruns
and test patches examined.
Several plate conditions did exhibit an unusual behavior in their plots that warrants
mentioning. For the digital plate/AM screen/bank light normal exposure plot, the dots
were so small at the #4 patch that they were barely visible when the test sheets were
examined with a loop. The low value that is plotted for this patch is mainly a reading of
the paper color variation. A similar result is found for the plots ofFlexoCal film/bank
light normal exposure (both AM andHybrid screening). Examination of the test
sheets shows that the #4 tone patch does not have any printed dots. Additionally, all
three of the pressruns had strikingly different appearance. Pressrun #1 stopped printing
between tone patches #4 and #6; pressrun #3 stopped printing between tone patches #3
and #5. Pressrun #2 was the only run that produced an acceptable vignette. Because
each plate was printed in a random order and this behavior was not seen in any of the
other conditions, there must have been some problem in the creation of these plates.
Since the performance for pressrun #2 fell in between the others and it printed the best
vignette of the three, the information from runs #1 and #3 was discarded and the data
for run #2 was retained for the statistical analysis.
Another strange occurrence was the presence of a
"spike"
in the plots for patches of
all the Hybrid tone patches tested and the AM #22 tone patch for the FlexoCal
film/Olec light exposure plots for pressrun #2. This spike occurred at the 120-second
point in the plot. Although this plate was run after the ink change, it is doubtful this was
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a factor since it only happened at one data point and only on four of the six tone patches
tested. It is likely that it was some random occurrence or caused by some variable that
has been difficult to identify. Since all the plots resume behavior similar to that prior to
the spike, it was decided to discard the data for the points where the spike occurred.
Further examination of the plots showed that the plates printed after the ink change
out in pressrun #2 did experience some sort of effect. When comparing second run plate
performance of the plates (printed after the ink change) to plots of the first and third run,
the first two plates run after (normal film/Hybrid-AM/bank light normal exposure and
digital plate/AM-Hybrid/bank light high exposure) showed noticeable increases in
average %AE*. The last plate (FlexoCal film/AM-Hybrid/01ec light exposure)
showed negligible to moderate increases. In all cases this increase appeared larger as the
tint patches increased in value. Ofparticular note is that the plots for the runs prior to
the ink change were in closer agreement with pressruns #1 and #3 than those after the
ink change. This is not what was expected since the viscosity of the ink after the change
was closer to pressruns #1 and #3 (23 sec on a #3 Zahn cup) than that of the ink prior to
the change (26 sec on a #3 Zahn cup). This leads to the conclusion that the tolerances
chosen for the ink viscosities were reasonable and some of the differences in the perfor
mance of the plates after the ink change could be attributed more to random noise.
The last item checked using these plots determined if there was any effect to the per
formance of the normal film/AM-Hybrid/01ec light exposure plate during pressrun
#1. Examination of the plot showed no noticeable change in the slope of the line. This
indicates that there was no significant affect to the performance of this plate as a result
of the waste tape break and repair.
Results of StatisticalAnalysis of Tone Gain Variables:
To determine which of the various suspected causes of tone gain had a significant
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effect, a series ofmulti-variable linear regression calculations were performed under the
assumption that the variables conformed to the General Linear Model (GLM). The equa
tion used contained seven variables of both ordinal and nominal values. Dummy vari
ables were used to described the plate type, exposure time or screen type using either
values of 0 or 1 (see table below). The nominal values described plate dot area and
relief angle values that had been experimentally determined, viscosity values were those
determined for each press run. The full model, with all effects included, was:
y = p0 + Mi + P2X2 + P3x3+ P4x4 + P5X5 + Pe*6 + P?x? + e
where the variables represented the following quanties and assigned values:
y - tone reproduction quality (average %AE*)
Xj - FlexoCal use (Normal or digital plate - 0, FlexoCal-1)
x2 - digital plate use (normal or FlexoCal film - 0, digital plate -1)
x3 - high exposure use (normal or Olec exposure - 0, high exposure -1)
x4 - Olec light use (bank light normal or high exposure - 0, Olec light source -1)
x5 - average shoulder angle (degrees)
x6 - average plate dot size (average plate % dot area)
x7 - viscosity (seconds)
e - random error term
where P0 to |37 are parameters to be estimated and e is a random error term which is also
assumed to represent the effect of random, uncorrelated variables. Of note to this model
is the inclusion of a viscosity term. Although viscosity was one of the controlled vari
ables, and all of the viscosities involved fell within the limits set for the experiment, it
seemed prudent to included a viscosity term since there appeared to be some variability
in the tone stability plots related to viscosity.
The Backward Elimination procedure was used to remove terms from the model, one
at a time. Terms were eliminated from the model in order of least significance, and the
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parameters were re-estimated. This process was repeated until only significant terms
remained.
As mentioned earlier, several data points had been discarded which, in one case,
required the average %AE* to be recalculated (pressrun #2, FlexoCal/AM and
Hybrid/01ec light exposure). The specified raw data values were removed from the
test population and the remaining values were entered into an Excel spread sheet. Linear
regression calculations were performed using the Data Analysis tool package in Excel.
The DataAnalysis tool package was also used to create residual and normal probabil
ity plots for the data. Results of the regression calculations were used to perform several
statistical tests. A t test for slope was employed to determine whether each individual,
independent variable had a significant relationship with the average %AE*. The coeffi
cient ofmultiple determination (R2) was used to determine the effect of unknown/unac
counted variables had on average %AE*.
The population data was subjected to several linear regression calculations designed
to eliminate non-significant x-variables. After the first regression calculations were per
formed, the t statistics of the independent variables were examined to identify the t sta
tistics that had an absolute value of less than one. Values with this magnitude did not
have a significant relationship to average
%AE* and were candidates for elimination
from the equation. The x-variable with the smallest t statistic (in terms of absolute
value) was eliminated from the regression equation (along with its associated data) and
the linear regression calculations were performed again. Removal of the x-variable low
ers of the degrees of freedom involved in the statistical calculations which results in the
regression procedure becoming more sensitive in detecting significant relationships
between the predictor variables and average %AE*. Only one x-variable could be elimi
nated at a time since the t statistic of the other non-significant variables will change with
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the removal.
Removal of x-variables based on the t statistic continued until all of the t statistics
had absolute values with magnitudes greater than one. Once this occurred, x-variables
with a p statistic value of greater than 5% were then considered for removal. It was at
this point that the t statistic test was employed to determine the significance of a vari
able for removal. If an x-variable was shown not to have a significant relationship to
average %AE* then it was removed from the equation and the regression done over
again. Once all the non-significant variables had been removed, an Analysis ofVariance
test was performed and the coefficient of multiple determination was examined.
A total of six regression calculations were performed with the last having the only
significant x-variables (average plate dot size and viscosity) left. Elimination ofvari
ables based on the t statistic were done in the following order:
1st regression - no x-variables removed
2nd regression - high exposure use removed
3rd regression - average shoulder angle removed
4th regression - Olec light use removed
5th regression - FlexoCal use removed
By the sixth formula modification/regression, all x-variables had t statistic values in
excess of one. The one x-variable that had a p statistic of greater than five percent was
the "digital plate variable making it a candidate for removal.
The t test was applied to all the remaining variables and indicated that the average
plate dot size and viscosity variables had a significant relationship to average
%AE*
while the "digital plate didn't. The "digital plate variable was removed and the
final regression calculations were preformed based on the final modified equation below:
y = Po + Pe*6 + P?x? + e
The t statistic test was performed on the new results and indicated that the remaining
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variables (average plate dot size and viscosity) had a linear relationship with average
%AE*. A normal probability plot for this equation shows a relatively linear plot indicat
ing that the data follows a gaussian distribution.
Residual plots were also made for the two remaining x-variables and analyzed. The
average plate dot size residual plot shows residuals randomly distributed around zero
with no particular pattern visible. All points were between +1-2, which means that all
data fell within two standard deviations indicating the absence of serious outliers. The
residual plot for viscosity showed a stratification of points around the individual viscosi
ty values. This appearance is probably attributable by viscosity being a controlled vari
able, preventing it from possessing a truly random distribution. All points for this plot
also fell within the +1-2 limits. A plot of predicted average %AE* vs. actual average
%AE* was created next. The data plotted displayed a trend that resembled a line with a
slope of one and an intercept of (0,0). This implied that the linear regression model was
making relatively accurate predictions for values of average
%AE* that had already
been observed.
Next, anAnalysis ofVariance test was performed and the coefficient ofmultiple
determination was examined. All tests were performed with an a = 0.05. For the
Analysis ofVariance test, the F-table for an a = 0.05 was consulted using a dfnum = 2
and a dfden = 75. The critical F-table did not have a row for values for dfden
= 75, the
closest entries being for dfden = 60 and dfden = 100 with no significant difference
between the F-table values. For this reason the critical value for a dfden = 60 was used
since interpolation of a value for dfden = 75 would not be significantly different. The
critical F-table value used was 3.15 and in comparison, the F statistic for the final
regression was much greater than this
(F=107.968). This result implies that the total
regression is significant and that the equation can be used to assist in predictions of
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average %AE*. The coefficient ofmultiple determination (R2) was 0.742. This value
means that 74.2% of the variance in %AE* can be explained by its linear dependence
upon plate dot size and viscosity while 25.8% of its behavior is determined by other fac
tors.
In conclusion, it is believed the results of all the tests indicate that the assumption that
the variables conformed to the behavior of the General Linear Model was acceptable.
Although viscosity did end up being a significant variable, had tighter viscosity control
been employed, the need to include viscosity in the linear regression equation could
probably have been eliminated. Since the only x-variable related to the hypotheses
remaining was average plate dot size, it may be concluded that it is a significant factor
in determining the tone reproduction ofhighlight regions.
Examination of Tone Reproduction plots:
From the accumulated data of the linear regression analysis, several versions of tone
reproduction plots for each plate condition were created. In all cases the y-axis was the
average %AE* while the x-axis values had to be determined. Ideally, the x-axis should
be the average plate dot area but the values for the Hybrid plates were not available.
The alternate x-axis values available were either average film dot area or dot area based
on digital count.
To determine which alternate x-axis values were appropriate to use, a set of plots for
the AM plates were made using all three types of x-axis conditions. This set ofplots
focused on the highlight region (0-20% dot areas). The trends of the alternate x-axis
plots were compared to the plots using plate dot area on the x-axis. The alternate plots
whose curves exhibited the same or nearly the same trends would be used for the
remainder of the tone reproduction comparisons. The assumption made by doing this is
that any observations made on the chosen alternate plots should mimic what would be
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seen if all of the dot area x-axis plots were available. After comparison of all the plots
created, the film dot area x-axis plots were chosen. One note of consideration for using
average film dot area as the x-axis was that there were no values available for the digital
plates. A further assumption made was the average film dot areas for non-FlexoCal
films used on the conventional plates could be used for the digital plates since the same
digital file was made to create the digital plates. Following the selection of the x-axis
type, a third set of plots was created using all conditions for extreme highlight tone
regions (0-5% plate dot areas).
All plots were now compared to determine which set of conditions yielded the best
tone reproduction for the particular tone ranges being examined. The main objective was
to select the data series that came closest to ideal tone reproduction. Examination of the
curves placed emphasis on various portions of each plot type, the highlight plots had an
emphasis up to the 15% dot and the extreme highlights up to the 4% dot. The plot of
ideal tone reproduction was assumed to have the appearance of a line with an intercept
at (0,0) and a slope of 1 . For the highlight and extreme highlight plots, selection of the
best data series from each condition was easy to determine due to the obvious differ
ences displayed by the conditions.
Results of these plots show that all plate conditions possessed comparable perfor
mance although some slight differences could be observed. For the highlight tone range,
a tie in performance existed between digital plate/Hybrid screen/high exposure and
digital plate/Hybrid screen/normal exposure conditions. These were chosen because
both had similar performance from 10-15% average film dot area although the digital
plate/Hybrid screen/high exposure condition did perform better in the 5-10% average
film dot range.
Evaluating the extreme highlight range was very difficult due to the similar perfor-
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mance of the conditions compared. Of the conditions analyzed the best performance
belongs to digital plate/AM screen/normal exposure. From the 0% to the 2.5% average
film dot this condition was closest to ideal tone reproduction. A close second belongs to
the digital plate/Hybrid screen/normal exposure condition, its strength lying in the
smoothness of the curve as well as producing tone values lower than the similarAM
condition.
Next, the %AE* values and corresponding plate dot areas for the digital plate/AM
screen/normal exposure plates were compared to those of the otherAM conditions. For
each individual run, the digital plate/AM screen/normal exposure produced the lowest
%AE* values and possessed the smallest AM dots held when compared to all of the
other theAM conditions. Since this observation is related to the condition selected as
having the best tone reproduction (in the extreme highlight region), it shows that the
ability to create and print the smallest dot possible on the plate is required for superior
highlight quality.
An important caveat to keep in mind is that these observations are inferences to how
the plots would behave had average dot plate values been determined for all conditions.
To that end, it can not be said with certainty that the tone reproductions described for
the conditions above are accurate. Rather, the conclusions made above should be
thought of as indications of the behavior of each of the plate conditions.
Results of Psychometric Analysis:
The Method ofRanks was used to analyze the responses of the observers to the
vignettes. First, results of the
observers'
rankings were used to calculate the Friedman T-
statistic and Kendall's Coefficient ofConcordance. The cumulative probabilities for the
responses were determined and converted to GaussianAbscissae. Duncan's Multiple
Range Test was then applied to the abscissae to determine their significance.
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The importance of the Friedman T-statistic test lies in the fact that it indicates if the
responses of the observers were randomly assigned or whether there is consistency to
the responses. Because the observers were shown the samples in three separate groups,
the actual statistic was Viggiano 's Extension to the Friedman T-statistic (an unpublished
modification) resulting in the following equation:
T = Y Sf - 3n(l + \)g
n -1(1+1)%
' 'S
where Tis Friedman's T-statistic, k is the number of different plate conditions (18), g is
the number of groups of plates shown to each observer (3), / is the number of plates in
each group (6), n is the number of observers (42) and St is the sum of the ranks for the
ith stimulus across all observers. The T-statistic is compared to a critical value from a
chi squared distribution table. The degrees of freedom used to get the critical value is
calculated using he following equation:
df= k-g
If the value of the Friedman's T-statistic is greater than the critical value from the table
then this indicates that the results of the rankings were not arrived at randomly.
Kendall's Coefficient ofConcordance (a normalized version of the T-statistic) indi
cates whether or not the observers agreed perfectly in their rankings. If the value of the
coefficient equals unity, this implies that the observers were in perfect agreement and its
value will be unity (1), but if there is no agreement at all then it will be zero. As with
the calculation ofFriedman's T-statistic, Viggiano's Extension was applied to Kendall's
Coefficient ofConcordance (an unpublished modification) due to the way the samples
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using the same variables defined for the Friedman's T-statistic.
After collection of the raw ranking data from the observers, the results were placed in
an Excel spread sheet, summed and squared. Friedman's T-statistic was calculated using
the appropriate values and was determined to be 423.17. The number of degrees of free
dom was calculated to be 15 and the critical value used was 25.0 using an a = 0.05. The
T-statistic in this case was enormous compared to the critical value indicating the rank
ings were not randomly assigned. Kendall's Coefficient ofConcordance was calculated
to be 0.59. Although this is not unity (implying perfect agreement), it is nevertheless a
strong indication that there was some consistency between the
observers'
ranks.
Next, cumulative probabilities for the results were determined. Cumulative probabili
ties are determined based on the number of stimuli being ranked. The equation used to
determine these values is as follows:
p.-2''-1
2/
Where / is the number of stimuli, and i is the rank assigned were a rank of one is the
worst and / is the best. For this experiment, / equals six and cumulative probabilities
were calculated for values of / from 1 to 6. The values of each of the cumulative proba
bilities were converted to GaussianAbssicae using the NORMSINV function in Excel.
Each of the observer's ranks were substituted with the appropriate Gaussian Abssicae.
The mean, standard deviation and variance for each of the eighteen test conditions was
then determined and used to create an interval preference scale. These values were
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applied to Duncan's Multiple Range Test to determine if the differences between condi
tions in the interval preference scale were significant or not. The results ofDuncan's
Multiple Range Test yielded the interval preference scale below. The scale goes from the
least preferred on the left to the most preferred on the right. Conditions that are under
lined with the same line indicate that there is no significant, statistical difference
between the underlined conditions:
IFRAJKHBCEODGPLQNM
The scale indicates that there is a preference for condition M (digital plate/AM
screen/bank light normal exposure) when compared to all the other conditions with the
exception of condition N (digital plate/Hybrid screen/bank light normal exposure), for
which there is no statistical difference for vignette smoothness. Of the conditions tested
the least preferred conditions were I (normal film/Hybrid screening/bank light high
exposure) and F (digital plate/AM screening/Olec light source).
The conditions in the remaining top quarter of the scale, conditions G, P, L, and Q
were not significantly different. Of these, 75% used high exposure and
Hybrid screen
ing, halfused digital plates while the other halfused FlexoCal films. These results
indicate that to get the best vignette smoothness a digital plate and a normal plate expo
sure are satisfactory. For highlights that are close, high exposure withHybrid screen




Based on the results of the analysis in Chapter 6, conclusions about the hypotheses
can be made. For hypothesis number one, H01 (the only influence on tone reproduction,
as measured by %AE*, is the size of the dot on the plate) may be accepted and Hn (the
only influence on printed dot gain (as measured by %AE*) is not the size of the dot on
the plate) may be rejected. This conclusion is based on several tests performed on the
data. The first is that the data was shown to follow a normal distribution and that a lin
ear regression model was shown to be appropriate for describing the data behavior.
Secondly, t tests indicated that average plate dot area was the last of the tested variables
to have a significant relationship to the average %AE*. Although viscosity was also
shown to have this, tighter viscosity control would have prevented its need to be includ
ed in the regression equation.
For the second hypothesis, H02 (there is no difference in the vignette smoothness pro
duced by each of the plate creation methods) may be rejected and H12 (the vignette
smoothness produced by each of the plate creation methods is not the same) is accepted.
This conclusion is based primarily on the results of the psychometric analysis. For the
third hypothesis, H03 (the tone reproduction produced by each of the plate creation
methods is the same) is rejected and H13 (the tone reproduction produced by each of the
plate creation methods is the same) is accepted. This conclusion is based on the tone sta
bility plots, tone reproduction plots and the results of the psychometric test. All three
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tests show that the plates do not perform equally. Some implications ofwhich condition
provides optimum plate performance can be made based on the results but it has been
clearly shown that the plate conditions do differ in performance.
Performance of plate conditions:
Test results indicated that of the plate creation methods tested, the screening tech
nique that appeared have the least noise as well as the best repeatability for all the runs
was the Hybrid screening. The film technique that showed the best stability over all
conditions was the digital plate. The combination of techniques that had exhibited the
most stability was the digital plate/Hybrid screening/normal light exposure combina
tion.
Tone reproduction plots indicate that for the highlight tones range (0-20% dot sizes)
the best overall tone reproduction was that of the digital plate/Hybrid screen/high
exposure and digital plate/Hybrid screen/normal exposure conditions. Tone reproduc
tion plots indicate that for the extreme highlight tones range (0-5% dot sizes) the best
tone reproduction was that of digital plate/AM screen/normal exposure. For vignette
smoothness, the panel of observers selected the digital plate/AM screen/bank light nor
mal exposure as the smoothest of the samples presented. The combination of all results
point to digital plate/Hybrid screen/normal exposure as the best overall performer for
general use in printing highlight tonal regions. Additionally, it appears as though some
form of digital plate use is helpful in obtaining the best tone reproduction for flexo
graphic printing.
The ability to create and print the smallest dot possible on plate is essential for superi
or highlight quality. This conclusion in combination with the results of hypothesis num
ber one (plate dot area is the only factor that affects tone reproduction) present the most
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significant findings of this study. The implication here is that printers should determine
the best method at their disposal of creating the smallest dots possible to optimize high
light printing. Related to this, plate manufacturers should focus their research and devel
opment on technologies that create the smallest dots possible on a plate that can also be
printed.
There are several points that should be considered about these conclusions. First is the
fact that the conclusions based on the tone reproduction plots are not entirely conclusive
since plate dot areas were not obtained for any of the Hybrid plates. Any conclusions
that do arise from this data should be thought of as indications ofbehavior that deserve
further study. Another factor that could have placed a disadvantage on some conditions
is the type of plate used. As mentioned in Appendix A, the plate type best suited for use
with the Olec light source and FlexoCal was not used in order to maintain plate mate
rial as a controlled variable in the design of the experiment.
Suggestions for Future Study:
There are many areas of further study that this project lends itself to. First, plate dot
areas for the Hybrid plates could be determined and used to redo the linear regression
and the tone reproduction plots. Also, a repeat of the pressrun could be performed this
time using plate materials appropriate to the plate creation method to see if this had a
significant effect on the results of this study. Four color work could be analyzed to see if
the plate conditions behave differently for different process colors. On the other had, the
plate conditions identified as the optimum performers could be evaluated to see what
conditions they perform the best under (i.e. best viscosities, plate material, or exposure
times). Another possibility is to design a more robust test of the influence of shoulder
angle as compared to plate dot size by analyzing the tone reproduction of several differ
ent combinations of shoulder angle and plate dot size.
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Portions of this study could also be readdressed. Viscosity proved to have some influ
ence on %AE*, it would be interesting to run the test over using tighter viscosity con
trols or a UV ink. Another avenue of investigation would be to use a series of anilox
rolls with different cell counts to determine changes in plate performance they might
cause. One shortfall of this study was the run length of the pressrun. A study of these
plates during runs greater than three minutes would help in assesing their practical use.
Lastly, since digital plates seem to be a predominant factor in good tone reproduction,
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Number of Individual Plates Made and Printed
Each plate contains both screening methods - Conventional and Hybrid. Therefore, a
separate plate was not made for each screening method. As such, the number of different
plate
"treatments"
printed will be 3 Image Carriers x 3 Plate Exposure Methods = 9 dif
ferent plates. To test each treatment three separate and independent times, required
making 9 x 3 = 27 plates. Including one backup plate per
"treatment"
brought the total
to 27 + 9 = 36 plates. As such, 36 plates were made at Mark Trece and shipped to Jon
Sam at RIT.
(3) image carriers x (3) plate exposure methods x (4) samples = (36) individual plates
Normal Film x Bank Light/ Normal Exposure x 4 samples = 4
Normal Film x Bank Light /High Exposure x 4 samples = 4
Normal Film x Point Light x 4 samples = 4
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FlexoCal Film x Bank Light/ Normal Exposure x 4 samples = 4
FlexoCal Film x Bank Light /High Exposure x 4 samples = 4
FlexoCal Film x Point Light x 4 samples = 4
Digital Mask x Bank Light/ Normal Exposure x 4 samples = 4
Digital Mask x Bank Light /High Exposure x 4 samples = 4
Digital Mask x Point Light x 4 samples = 4
Total Individual Plates = 36
Number of Sheets of Film
The bank light exposure unit at Mark Trece is 60 x 80 in size. Because the variation at
different locations in the exposure unit is thought to be less than the variation between
separate exposures, making as many plates as possible in a single exposure optimizes
test integrity. Therefore, the [Normal Film], [FlexoCal Film], and [Digital Mask] were
imaged 4 up.
The point light unit is known to have size limitations and have a variation in image
effect as a function of the distance from the center of the frame. Since the magnitude of
this effect is not a subject of this testing, the objective in platemaking is to minimize this
effect as much as possible. As such, separate lup films were made for exposure in the
point light unit.
4up Normal Film 1
4up FlexoCal Film 1
lup Normal Film 1
lup FlexoCal Film 1
Total Films 4
Number Digital Plate Masks
For the digital plate, the job was imaged 4up to digital plate mask 3 separate times. One
(1) 4up digital plate mask was used for [Bank Light /Normal Exposure], another was
used for [Bank Light /High Exposure], the third was cut into four individual plates for
separate point source exposures (described below).
4up Digital Plate Masks 3
Number of Plate Exposures
Because the variation at different locations in the exposure unit is thought to be less than
the variation between separate exposures, making as many plates as possible in a single
exposure optimizes test integrity. Therefore a single [Bank Light Normal Exposure] was
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used to exposure the [4up Normal Film] and the [4up FlexoCal Film] at the same time.
Likewise, a single [Bank Light High Exposure] was used to expose the same [4up
Normal Film] and the [4up FlexoCal film] at the same time.
For the point source exposure from film, the [lup Normal Film] and the [lup FlexoCal
Film] were positioned foot to foot in the exposure frame such that the critical tint ele
ments lay within
5"
of the exact frame center and all elements lay within
10"
of frame
center (and in the same relative position to frame center). The [lup Normal Film] and
the [lup FlexoCal Film] were exposed together. To obtain the required 4 samples, the
exposure was repeated 4 times.
For the point source exposure from digital plate, two [lup Digital Masks] were posi
tioned foot to foot in the exposure frame such that the critical tint elements lay within
5"
of the exact frame center and all elements lay within
10"
of frame center and in the
same relative position to frame center. To obtain the required 4 samples, the exposure
was repeated 2 times.
bank light normal exposure (4up normal film + 4up FlexoCal film) = 1
bank light high exposure (4up normal film + 4up FlexoCal film) = 1
bank light normal exposure (4up Digital Mask) = 1
bank light high exposure (4up Digital Mask) = 1
point light exposure (lup normal film + lup FlexoCal film) = 4
point light exposure (2up digital mask) = 2
Total Plate Exposures = 10
Exposure Times
BankLight /Normal Exposure
Main Exposure Amount: 440 seconds
Main Exposure Logic: this is the normal exposure time used in the industry today for
making process plates with this particular material (DuPont Cyrel HOS). On the PCC
plate control strip, this exposure held somewhere between a 0.7% and 0.8% dot on film.
Back Exposure Amount: Target relief +/-
0.002"
BankLight /High Exposure
Main Exposure Amount: 1 1 00 seconds
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Logic: this is the highest a plate can be exposed without exhibiting obvious fill-in in
reverses and
"arced"
shoulders. This is actually more than the "high recom
mended for use with FlexoCal films. Where the normal FlexoCal recommended expo
sure is to hold between a 0.3% and a 0.5% on film, the exposures used in this test held
between a 0.1% and a 0.2% on film. This higher exposure provides a more significant
difference between the [Bank Light /Normal Exposure] treatment and the [Bank Light
/High Exposure] treatment.
Back Exposure Amount: Target relief +/-
0.002"
Point Light
Main Exposure Amount: 700 units (about 1500 seconds)
% Diffusion: 37%
Logic: To have as much of a difference as possible between the point source plates and
the bank light plates, it is desirable to have the diffusion setting as low as possible.
Theoretically, at 100% diffusion, point light plates are the same as bank light plates.
37% diffusion is the lowest level of diffusion that can be used and still hold the 0.3%
dot on film. Below this, the shoulders are so straight, that the dots fall off in plate pro
cessing. 37% diffusion is likely too low for production conditions. The waviness of the
line is evidence that more diffusion is required. However, since the subject of this
thesis is process work, and this setting held the small highlight dots, it was decided to
use the low diffusion setting to have the greatest difference between bank and point light
plates. If point light plates show encouraging results, future research might be directed
at optimizing the diffusion setting
Back Exposure Amount: Target relief+/-
0.002"
ANote on Point Light with Digital Plate
The digital plates exposed with the point light source exhibit many defects related to
under exposure. Virtually every line is wavy. This is as expected. Because the Digital
Plate and the Point Light are two ways of getting the same results (smaller dots/finer
lines), combining the two makes the dots so small and the lines so fine, that they can not
be held on plate. Upon observing these plates, one might be tempted to eliminate these
from the test. In the spirit of discovery, the test should be completed with these plates.
Unexpected results may provide information for this thesis or other flexo problems
unanticipated at this time.
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Medium Latitude " PlateMaterial Usedfor all Conditions
The experimental design of this "base
line"
study required the same plate material to be
used under all conditions. This restricted the choice of plate material to those available
in a digital version. The problem is that since a digital plate has virtually
"infinite"
lati
tude, high latitude plate materials are not required and therefore not available in a digital
version. As such, DuPont Cyrel HOS, considered a
"medium"
latitude plate material,
was used for all conditions. This is significant in that two of the conditions - Olec Plate
Exposure and FlexoCal film - require high latitude plate material (e.g. DuPont Cyrel
EXL or UXL). Hence, Olec Plate Exposure and FlexoCal film plates were not made
under recommended conditions. Follow-up research should be conducted to test each
plate treatment under its specific recommended conditions.
Digital Plate Calibrated To FlexoCal Curve
Digital plates experience a significant reduction in dot size from mask to finished plate.
Typically, about 35ji of image reduction occurs from mask to plate (on DuPont Cyrel
DPH). This corresponds to about 22% midtone reduction at the 150 line screen (i.e. a
50% reduces to a 28%). It also means that highlight dots with diameters below 35p (4%
at 150 line) don't reproduce as printing dots on the plate surface. The accepted practice
in the industry is for the user to apply a "highlight
bump"
curve to compensate for the
highlight drop effect, and to leave the remainder of the scale
"uncalibrated"
- as the nat
ural dot reduction is a desirable for flexo printing.
An alternative [to] the user entered "highlight
bump"
curve is to calibrate the natural
digital plate curve to a FlexoCal curve. While calibrating the natural digital plate
curve to a line removes much of the benefit of the digital plate process, calibrating to a
curve
"preserves"
the natural digital plate curve while providing the benefits of calibra
tion. It also eliminates the need for a user entered "highlight
bump"
curve, as the opti
mum "highlight bump is automatically created in the process of calibrating the
natural plate curve to the FlexoCal calibration curve. This should assure the
smoothest possible results in highlight areas of digital plates.
The natural curve of the digital plate for the 150 LPI Round Dot was obtained using
PCC Artwork SystemsAutoCal Algorithm for direct-to-plate. A reduction of 32p.
instead of 35 microns was entered as the reduction parameter in calculating the natural




RecessedDots on Digital Plates
The very smallest highlight dots on digital plates under certain conditions are actually
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recessed below the surface of the plate. The "certain are when dot diameters
are less than the natural cutback of the digital plate (35p on DuPont Cyrel DPH). Dots
with a diameter less than the 35 p. natural reduction do not "wash the plate, as is the
case with conventional plate dots which are too small to "hold". Instead, they recess
below the surface. This was documented (but never published) by Larry Evans and the
group at LaserTech Color Graphics, Dallas, Texas in 1996, and has since been verified
by numerous formal studies and informal observations. While no studies documenting
the recessed dot effect have been published in the public domain, there is no one work
ing with digital plates - suppliers or users - who dispute that recessed dots do occur in
the extreme highlights.
The recessed dot effect can be observed numerous ways.
A vignette on a digital plate faded to zero does not "break" off the way it does on a
conventional plate. Instead, dots below the reduction diameter (4% at 150 LIP for 35u
reduction) gradually recess below the surface. The entire vignette remains visible on the
plate, but not all dots print.
In attempting to measure dots on a digital plate using an optical device (such as a
BetaFlex, or the RAM Optical used in this thesis), there is a point below at which no
flat top or plateau can be observed on the plate. Below this point, the dots can still be
observed on the plate surface, but no "flat can be set into focus. The first symp
tom that dots are recessed is that the focus setting used for larger dots on the plate no
longer works. Attempts by the operator of the optical instrument to find the
"correct"
focus result in a frustrated operator.
On press, when bringing the plate in to impression, below surface dots do not hit at
kiss. This is the opposite as conventional plates in which highlight dots hit first. Even at
normal impression on a digital plate, there may be highlight dots, which barely touch or
don't touch at all. Increasing impression beyond this point enables these dots to print.
Thus, printing a digital plate with recessed dots may show dots that appear a higher
impression settings that don't appear at lower impression settings.
The general practice in the industry today is to avoid having recessed dots on plates.
This is accomplished by setting a minimum highlight dot above the reduction diameter
(4% at 150 LIP for 35u reduction). The desire to avoid recessed dots is based on the
belief is that such dots can't be reproduced consistently and may "wash the plate
during long press runs.
Recessed dots could have a tremendous advantage for flexography. There will be a huge
benefit to the industry to learn how to work with recessed dots. Advances in prepress
calibration technology, digital plate technology and applications may soon help users
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overcome problems believed to be associated with recessed dots.
Although the concept of recessed dots in not a part of the study of this thesis, eliminat
ing them from this test may eliminate one of the biggest potential benefits of digital
plates (and other technologies) for flexography. For an academic study, there is no rea
son not to include recessed dots.
All digital plates used in this study were intentionally imaged with recessed dots. The
objective was to achieve the best possible highlight reproduction achievable from digital
plate technology. Vignettes were made long enough to
"ignore"
the recessed dot area if
problems outside the scope of this study emerged.
Recessed dots were created by "under
exaggerating"
the natural cutback in the digital
plate calibration process (see Digital Plate Calibrated To FlexoCal Curve above). A
reduction of 32u was entered for a plate with a true natural cutback of 35u. As such, the
digital plate had more natural cutback than if the true reduction amount of 35p. were
entered. The result was that the first 10 to 12 grey levels on the vignette have recessed
dots. Additionally, all dots on the digital plate are smaller than the conventional plates
(although they were all calibrated to FlexoCalF). Combining the "under
plate curve use in the digital plate calibration process with the plate dot gain of the con
ventional plates resulted in a midtone dot area difference of 13% to 18% between the
digital plates and the conventional plates.
Appendix B
Pressrun / Plate Assignment Matrix
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Table CI9 - Recalculated %AE* FlexoCaF" Film/Hybrid Screen/Olec Light Exposure
Pressrun #2 (recalculation)
seconds 0 30 60 90 120 ISO ISO
patch 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
patch 1 0.43 0.26 0.36 0.24 0.15 0.29 0.29
patch 2 0.84 0.81 1.01 0.83 0.82 0.86 0.86
patch 3 1.08 1.12 1.14 1.64 1.54 1.30 1.30
patch 4 1.39 1.63 1.31 2.09 2.83 1.85 1.85
patch 5 1.90 1.96 1.88 2.47 3.29 2.30 2.30
patch 6 2.57 2.57 2.89 2.76 3.82 2.92 2.92
patch 7 3.30 3.52 3.61 4.20 4.45 3.82 3.82
patch 8 4.02 4.23 4.21 4,58 5.24 4.46 4.46
patch 9 4.46 4.43 4.65 5.10 5.93 4.92 4.92
patch 10 4.67 5.08 4.93 5.13 6.02 5.17 5.17
patch 1 1 5.19 5.25 5.49 5.84 6.64 5.68 5.68
patch 12 5.15 5.14 5.56 5.95 6.59 5.68 5.68
patch 13 4.22 4.18 4,52 5.17 5.63 4.74 4.74
patch 14 4.62 4.85 5.04 5.81 5.61 5.19 5.19
patch IS 4.99 5.18 5.36 6.00 5.81 5.47 5.47
patch 16 5.30 5.37 5.54 6.21 6.14 5.71 5.71
patch 17 5.35 5.54 5.83 6.66 6.47 5.97 5.97
patch 18 5.55 5.69 5.85 6.70 6.66 6.09 6.09
patch 19 5.79 6.02 6.49 7.16 7.30 6.56 6.56
patch 20 5.65 5.95 6.36 6.80 7.72 6.50 6.50
patch 21 6.19 6.57 6.94 7.21 8.18 7.02 7.02
patch 22 6.49 6.81 7.73 8.01 8.93 7.59 7,59
patch 26 7.97 8.21 8.73 8.69 9.15 8.55 8.55
patch SI 13.75 13.90 14.11 14.09 14.75 14.12 14.12
patch 77 20.55 21.49 21.46 21.47 21.99 21.39 21.39
patch 102 28.06 29.05 29.16 29.17 29.24 28.94 28.94
patch 128 37.11 36.79 36.48 37.78 39.85 37.60 37.60
patch 1S3 46.04 45.99 46.88 46.89 47.76 46.71 46.71
patch 179 58.11 57.76 57.40 58.19 58.65 58.02 58.02
patch 204 67.72 66.17 66.48 67.50 68.48 67.27 67.27
patch 255 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Table C20 - Recalculated %AE* Data for FlexoCaF Film/AM Screen/Olec Light Exposure
Pressrun #2 (recalculation)
seconds 0 30 60 90 120 ISO ISO
patch 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
patch I 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.43 0.31 0.31 0.31
patch 2 2.81 2.87 2.86 3.23 3.95 3.14 3.14
patch 3 3.72 3,82 3.66 4.06 4.54 3.96 3.96
patch 4 3.77 4.05 4.02 4.06 4.70 4.12 4.12
patch 5 4.34 4.22 4.57 4.51 5.35 4.60 4.60
patch 6 4.57 4.44 4.48 4.63 5.45 4.71 4.71
patch 7 4.63 4.66 4.55 4.78 5.79 4.88 4.88
patch 8 4.66 4.62 4.64 4.76 5.70 4.87 4.87
patch 9 4.86 4.95 4.82 4.99 5.97 5.12 5.12
patch 10 5.01 5.28 5.13 5.47 6.40 5.46 5.46
patch 1 1 5.00 5.06 5.08 5.39 6.37 5.38 5.38
patch 12 5.15 5.17 5.23 5.64 6.18 5.47 5.47
patch 13 5.33 5.36 5.44 5.80 6.40 5.67 5.67
patch 14 5.27 5.33 5.43 5.86 6.43 5.66 5.66
patch 15 5.50 5.72 5.65 6.24 6.92 6.01 6.01
patch 16 5.69 5.99 6.09 6.59 7.31 6.33 6.33
patch 17 5.99 6.27 6.38 7.00 7.64 6.66 6.66
patch 18 5.96 6.06 6.34 6.88 7.68 6.58 6.58
patch 19 6.23 6.24 6.65 7.33 7.64 6.82 6.82
patch 20 6.14 6.23 6.56 7.27 7.76 6.79 6.79
patch 21 6.27 6.54 6.56 7.61 8.01 7.00 7.00
patch 22 6.67 7.12 7.68 7.95 9.29 7.74 7.74
patch 26 8.73 8.88 8.97 8.89 9.63 9.02 9.02
patch 51 13.27 14.05 14.04 13.93 14.35 13.93 13.93
patch 77 19.62 20.68 21.35 20.96 21.13 20.75 20.75
patch 102 27.59 27.98 27.76 27.42 27.82 27.71 27.71
patch 128 34.96 35.04 35.05 34.52 36.73 35.26 35.26
patch 153 45.27 45.27 45.55 46.04 46.54 45.73 45.73
patch 179 56.71 56.84 56.88 57.05 57.50 57.00 57.00
patch 204 66.89 66.98 67.13 66.77 67.33 67.02 67.02
patch 255 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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Figure Cl - Time Study for Patch #4 Normal Film/Hybrid Screen/Bank
Light Normal Exposure
? press run #1




Figure C2 - Time Study for Patch #12 Normal Film/Hybrid Screen/Bank
Light Normal Exposure








Figure C3 - Time Study for Patch #22 Normal Film/Hybrid Screen/Bank
Light Normal Exposure
? press run # 1 ,
Hi Press run #2
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Figure C19 - Time Study for Patch #4 FlexoCaFM Film/Hybrid Screen/Bank
Light Normal Exposure
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Figure C21 - Time Study for Patch #22 FlexoCal Film/Hybrid
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Figure C26 - Time Study for Patch #12 FlexoCal Film/Hybrid





















Figure C27 - Time Study for Patch #22 FlexoCal Film/Hybrid
ScreHn/Bank Light High Exposure
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Figure C37 - Time Study for Patch #4 Digital Plate/Hybrid Screen/Bank
Light Normal Exposure
? press run # 1
-Hi press run #2












Figure C39 - Time Study for Patch #22 Digital Plate/Hybrid ScreHn/Bank
Light Normal Exposure
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Hi press run #2
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Figure C49 - Time Study for Patch #4 Digital Plate/Hybrid Screen/Olec
Light Exposure
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Appendix D
Plate DotArea Determination
The code used for the titles of the images uses the format below:
pressrun.plate number:patch number.TIFF
The plate number may be found in Table Bl in Appendix B.
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Table Dt - Conventional film %dot area
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AM film %dot area
patch fl
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Table D2 - FlexoCal film %dot area
AM film %dot area Hybrid film %dot area
patch # Ola film Film 2 Film 3 Film 4 average Patch # Ola film Film 2 Film} Film 4 average
0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o ;s- *0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 00 0.0 0.0 0,0 o.o ,, 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0
2 0.3 0,2 0.1 02 0.2 1 'l 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
3 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 v. 3 0.2 02 0.1 02 0.2
4 0.6 06 0.4 0.6 0,6 (4 02 02 0.1 0.2 0.2
5 0.7 0.7 0.5 OS 0-7 ; 5 0.3 03 0,2 0 3 0.3
6 0.8 0.9 0.6 1.0 o.s ; :6 0.4 04 0.3 05 0.4
7 1.0 I.I 0.6 1.2 1.0 7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0,7 0.6
8 1.1 1.3 0.8 1.4 1 2
'
8 0.7 0.6 0.4 O.S 0.6
9 1.2 1 5 0.9 1.5 1.3 9 0.8 0.7 0.5 O.S 0.7
10 1.3 1.6 1.0 1.7 1.4 f| 10 1.1 09 0.6 1.0 0.9
II 1.4 1.7 1 2 I 8 11 1.4 12 0.9 14 1.2
12 1.6 1.8 1.4 2,0 1
- 12 1.3 1.2 0.9 1.5 1.2
13 1.7 1 9 1.6 2.1 1.8 13 1.5 1.6 I.I 19 1.5
14 1.8 2.0 1.8 2.2 2.0
" 14 1.5 16 1.0 2,0 1.5
15 2.1 2.1 2.0 2,4 2.2 15
1.7 2.0 1.3 2,3 1.8
16 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.6 24 16
1.8 2.1 1.3 24 1.9
17 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.7 2.5 17
2.1 2.4 1 6 2 7 2.2
18 2.7 27 2.5 2.8 27
. 18 2.2 2.5 1 S 2.S 2.3
19 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.9 2.8 19
2.5 27 2.1 30 2.6
20 3.1 3.0 2,8 3.1 3.0 20
2.6 2.8 23 30 2.7
21 3.2 3 1 2.9 3.2
3.1 21 2,9 3.1 26 3.4 3.0
22 33 3.3 3.0 3.4 3.3
22 3.1 3.2 2 8 3 5 3.2
26 4 1 3.9 3 5 3 9 3 9
26 3.5 3.9 32 4 1 3.7
51 100 9.6 93 9.7 9.7 :
51 9.3 9 5 90 10 1 9.5
77 17.7 17.7 16.9 17,9
17 6 77 174 17.2 16.7 17,9 17.3
102 26 8 27.3 26 0 274 26 9 102
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The code used for the titles of the images uses the format below:
pressrunrplate numberrpatch number.TIFF
The plate number may be found in Table Bl inAppendix B. All of the shoulder angle-
measurements were determined as described in the methodology with the exception of
the Digital plate/Olee exposure condition in pressrun #3. The sides of the dots were too




Table El - Pressrun #1 shoulder angle calculations (degrees)
FlexoCal film/bank light high exposure





51.84 47.82 54.57 52.13
66.24 57.04 56.69 58.27
64.22 56.59 58.91 64.77









normal film/bank light high exposure





67.85 66.62 65.60 66.09
65.68 63.74 66.00 68.50
66.32 63.78 62.34 69.02









Digital plate/bank light high exposure
dotl dot 2 dot 3 dot 4 ave ave reliefangle
13
21
51.72 49.40 46.28 55.37





FlexoCal film/Olec light exposure





55.13 54.74 54.28 53.88
52.33 53.01 52.92 59.97
63.70 57.75 56.82 58.56









FlexoCal film/bank light normal exposure




45.36 48.92 59.93 64.23
52.26 51.90 51.97 52.20







normal film/bank light normal exposure




57.31 56.54 56.60 58.08
60.88 53.25 57.33 57.58







normal film/Olec light exposure




52.46 49.57 50.99 56.84
57.44 54.61 53.10 60.66







Digital plate/bank light normal exposure




42.23 50.76 45.09 46.75
50.01 49.64 50.64 44.93








Table E2 - Pressrun #2 shoulder angle calculations (degrees)
tint patch normal film/Olec light exposure
dotl dot 2 dot 3 dot 4 ave ave reliefangle
7 58.11 52.91 63.28 56.54 57.71 61.15
9 54.74 52.31 60.33 64.65 58.01 61.00
15 50.83 57.51 57.21 65.01 57.64 61.18
FlexoCal film/bank light normal exposure
dotl dot 2 dot 3 dot 4 ave ave reliefangle
3 53.55 56.60 57.52 63.29 57.74 61.13
4 50.84 49.46 51.01 57.26 52.14 63.93
9 53.85 51.65 51.95 57.75 53.80 63.10
15 52.86 57.23 54.97 61.26 56.58 61.71
FlexoCal film/bank light high exposure
dotl dot 2 dot 3 dot 4 ave ave reliefangle
3 59.99 59.15 60.98 65.13 61.31 59.34
4 59.39 57.80 62.91 65.30 61.35 59.33
9 73.92 63.31 63.24 64.58 66.26 56.87
15 55.77 59.27 61.14 55.23 57.85 61.07
Digital plate/bank light normal exposure
dotl dot 2 dot 3 dot 4 ave ave reliefangle
13 46.11 49.19 43.32 43.74 45.59 67.21
17 47.98 43.29 47.88 51.05 47.55 66.23
21 56.76 51.71 47.79 53.97 52.56 63.72
normal film/bank light high exposure
dotl dot 2 dot 3 dot 4 ave ave reliefangle
4 64.16 66.00 68.32 64.99 65.87 57.07
7 56.32 63.13 61.13 68.39 62.24 58.88
8 63.32 61.16 62.91 60.03 61.86 59.07
15 61.68 64.29 66.67 67.53 65.04 57.48
normal film/bank light normal exposure
dot 1 dot 2 dot 3 dot 4 ave ive reliefangle
4 64.02 49.62 53.15 53.93 55.18 62.41
7 59.90 54.68 49.59 63.20 56.84 61.58
8 54.53 51.77 56.25 54.75 54.33 62.84
15 60.83 64.22 60.97 66.94 63.24 58.38
Digital plate/bank light high exposure
dotl dot 2 dot 3 dot 4 ave iive reliefangle
13 45.18 43.20 41.63 44.56 43.64 68.18
17 46.83 53.23 42.68 40.27 45.75 67.12
21 47.44 47.85 49.94 48.70 48.48 65.76
FlexoCal film/Olec light exposure
dotl dot 2 dot 3 dot 4 ave ave reliefangle
2 43.09 46.71 46.98 57.06 48.46 65.77
3 60.79 57.71 56.09 60.45 58.76 60.62
7 48.69 58.83 71.82 61.21 60.14 59.93
15 54.36 57.54 57.72 58.98 57.15 61.43
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Table E3 - Pressrun #3 shoulder angle calculations (degrees)
tint patch normal film/bank light normal exposure



















Digital plate/bank light normal exposure






















Digital plate/Qlec light exposure



































Digital plate/bank light high exposure



















FlexoCal film/Olec light exposure

























normal film/Olec light exposure



















normal film/bank light high exposure



















FlexoCal film/bank light lormal exposure



















FlexoCal film/bank light high exposure
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Figure El - Profile Images:pressrun #2





Figure El - Profile Images :pressrun #2
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Figure Fl - Normal Probability Plot
<










Figure F2 - Predicted %AE* vs. Actual %AE*















The data tables in this section have minor substitutions for the data. When a film dot
area indicated that there was a 0% film dot for a patch, the %AE* data values were
replaced with zero. This was done in order to prevent a misinterpretation that printed
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The following is the instructions given to the observers used in the psychometric eval
uations of the vignettes:
You will be participating in an experiment relating to vignette smoothness. You will be
given 3 sets of printed vignettes in groups of six. All of the vignettes are derived from
the same digital file so some will appear similar.
An ideal vignette should appear
"smooth"
showing a perceivable decrease in tone from
the darkest tone value all the way to paper white. Defects like noticeable steps or bands
of tone are undesirable. Defects in printing, like minor specks, may be ignored since the
emphasis of your evaluation is on the smoothness of the sample.
Arrange the vignettes in each group in order of preference putting the one you like the
best on the top of the stack, the second best below and so on with the vignette you liked
the least on the bottom. When handling the samples, handle the sample by its edges not
touching the surface of the sample itself. Please do not look at the back of the sample,
only the front.
When you are finished give the stack ofpictures to the proctor and the proctor will give
you the next set of samples. Once you have given the samples to the proctor you may
not have them back to change or rearrange if you've changed your mind about their
order.
If you have any questions about the experiment, ask the proctor. Thank you for partici
pating in this experiment related to vignette smoothness.
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Table HI - Psychometric Sample Presentation Matrix
.37
observer
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 2 1 3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
set 1 C J A R M N G K Q E C F G 0 N P Q L L P D
G H N A J K D E P H N I N E L 0 J J J J 0
A 0 M H D L K L D I G E C A E Q E H M Q E
0 E D N E E C F J L B Q P J P A P Q F K M





G I R D F N E F E B F C F E L N D A R
set 2 P M Q G 0 Q B B I 0 M F I N C P I L H
B P E D L F P H I J R G 0 P G F I R E F K
D C J C B B B 0 M D H D H N R L 0 I N E P
M K H E P C L J K K F K L K J H N G R I N
J R K K H M Q G 0 G M L J I M K B E C R B
L D O Q K A J P A N Q R R D B M A B P N J
set 3 E I L G I P N R H O L A B H 0 B M F G D F
R L B L
,
F H 1 A N c A P I Q Q R H O Q M I
Q A F J C R A D G P D M A M D D D A A G G
K N I F N J M B C M P N Q R H J G C K H L
I G C 0 G 0 R M L A J C D B K G F D B C A
H M R B A Q E C R R O J E G C I K K 0 B C
observer
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3 I 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 4] 42
set 1 R E R E H I M H R B C 0 J J C M B G G F Q
H D F G K A 0 F N H B K H Q G B F M E M I
L P E J R O K C K Q N C R L H E H Q M D M
F H C K 0 K G Q F C E R F G D H Q R P Q E
E L M P B D H D C F F M A A Q K D C N P J
J O I I J C E A P 0 P B N C B L E H L R A
set 2 P K G A A J J K L P J F M D 0 P A D R B P
C N H Q M B L J 0 R M Q B I N J M B H N R
I R B B D E R L E A 0 P Q M P I 0 A D J G
N A 0 R F H C B B L I E I R K A G P K C C
0 G L M G P I G Q I H D 0 P L C R 0 C 0 L
D M K C C L N E J M G H D H R Q L N I K N
set 3 A I J N Q N A O I K A I G N M N I K Q I K
G F A D P Q B 1 M J R J L K F G K. L 0 G F I
0 B P F E G P M A N Q L E F E F N F j H H
B Q N H N F Q N H E K N P O J R J E A L B
K C Q L L M F P D G L G K B I D C I B A D j
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Table H4 - Rank Equivalencies







Table H5 - Results ofMethod ofRanks analysis
plate designation ave std dev var rank
I -1.1083 0.4343 0.3442 1 worst
F -1.0593 0.4917 0.1963 2 *
R -0.7978 0.5263 0.2506 3 *
A -0.7225 0.5867 0.2596 4 *
J -0.6371 0.5053 0.1655 5 *
K -0.6059 0.6295 0.2418 6 *
H -0.5407 0.5581 0.3275 7 *
B -0.3842 0.4431 0.3115 8
*
C -0.0198 0.5006 0.1886 9
*
E 0.1235 0.4068 0.2553 10
*
0 0.1785 0.6727 0.3962 11
*
D 0.4128 0.5095 0.2559 12
*
G 0.6822 0.5722 0.2520 13
*
P 0.7574 0.6206 0.2789 14
*
L 0.7588 0.5059 0.4526 15
*
Q 0.8527 0.4879 0.3851 16
*
N 1.0123 0.5281 0.2380 17
*
M 1.1069 0.5020 0.2770 18 best
0.2820 MSe
